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ABSTRACT
Preaching to the Secularized
Who Misunderstand the Nature ofGod
by
Phillip Harold Bamhart
This study investigates the ability of the gospel, when preached in
relevant forms, to effect transformation in the lives ofhighly secularized
people who misunderstand the nature ofGod.
To help accomplish that purpose, this study researches (1) the biblical
understanding of gospel, (2) the preaching context in which sermons are
heard, and (3) forms of preaching that effectively demonstrate the thesis that
preaching transforms lives regardless ofwhat people bring to the listening of
preaching.
The setting of this study is Chapel on the HiU, a nondenominational
church in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. This congregation was established
seventeen years ago to attract to the kingdom of God those previously
unattracted. This study reveals that amajority of the congregation had no
immediately prior church affiliation of any kind. It also indicates these
highly secularized people can be reached for God when the gospel is
preached in relevant forms with practical life application and according to
biblical understanding.
This dissertation utilizes a congregational questionnaire to measure
religious background, preaching effectiveness, and theological understanding.
Another measurement form, targeted at a smaller group systematically
selected from the church membership roU, evaluates four sermons to
ascertain if the type of preaching they represent brings the gospel to
secularized people and provides a corrective for misunderstanding of the
nature of God.
The congregational questionnaire, preaching evaluation form,
subsequent group reflection, and forty years ofpastoral observation indicate
that preaching from a biblical understanding of gospel in pertinent styles and
forms to those who are influenced by secularization and misunderstand the
nature ofGod, results in transformed lives.
This study encourages those who already think biblical preaching
produces transformation of life regardless of religious background or
theological understanding and invites others to consider strengths of biblical
preaching. This study also creates an extensive bibliography for frirther
reflection and research.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
Problem
I observe that the people who hsten to my preaching each Sunday at
Chapel on the Hill, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, come from a highly
secularized context and misunderstand the nature of God. Those
observations motivate me to ask two questions: (1) Does the gospel possess
dimensions that effectively communicate to such people, and (2) does the
way the gospel is preached determine if it effectively communicates to them?
The people I pastor come from a highly secularized context.
Secularism, defined by Peterson in Church Without Walls, is living witiiout
God in one's frame of reference (40). Buttrick in Listening to the Word says,
"In everyday life, almost no one, even officially religious people such as
clergy, regards life as under God" (199). Hunter sets secularism in
relationship to religious institutionalism when he defines it as "the
withdrawal of whole areas ofwhole areas of life, thought, and activity from
the control or influence of the church" {How to Reach Secular People 25-
26). John Paul's teaching in Veritatis Splendor dramatically emphasizes
secularism's influence when it says, "secularism threatens the essential
foundation of all social order" {First Things 24).
The people I pastor misunderstand the nature ofGod and their perception
does not flatter God. Following the example ofKiUian, I asked nine
congregants to draw pictures of their childhood God; how they perceived God
when children. Most of the respondents drew negative pictures, such as God
in a pohceman's uniform, God holding chains, and God surrounded by
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lightening bolts. The perception of a wrathful and vengeful God constmcts a
strong filter through which preaching is heard.
My honuletical setting, a non-denominational, independent
congregation I founded sixteen years ago, is filled with those who withdrew
from church and made little or no daily reference to a God they basically
misunderstood. Why do such people come back to church and does their
retum signal a renewed interest in God? Kraft says they come back because
of a vacuum brought on by the bankmptcy ofwhat he calls a Westem
worldview. "When the answers of science, materialism, humanism, and
naturahsm fall short, people begin to look for spiritual answers" {Christianity
With Power 35).
People want to try God and perceive the most accessible place to do
that is in a church at a Sunday morning worship service. The desire to try
God and perceiving the church may the place to that are so compelling
Bmeggemann says people "come to church even in their convinced
secularity" {Finally Comes the Poet 15). Because the Westem worldview
Kraft describes does not keep its promises, people look elsewhere. These are
the people who populate our sanctuary on Sunday momings and they remind
me of the Bible's bleeding woman who consulted Jesus after trying the
remedies the world offered but became worse instead ofbetter (Mark 5:25-
27).
The question my observation creates and one asked in this dissertation
is: "In the midst of a highly secularized context and a misunderstanding of
the nature ofGod, do the gospel and the preacher of the gospel possess ability
to speak the word ofGod convincingly?"
To discover if this question can be answered affirmatively I did a
background study on (1) the bibhcal understanding of gospel, (2) the
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preaching context in which sermons are heard, and (3) forms of preaching
that effectively demonstrate the thesis that preaching transforms hves
regardless ofwhat people bring to the listening of preaching.
Purpose of the Project
After nearly seventeen years as pastor of Chapel on the Hill, Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin, a church I founded that has visitors every Sunday and
experiences steady growth, I am curious about why people come to faith in
this environment. Particularly, I wonder if the way I preach has anything to
do with it. Is there something in my homiletical approach that makes it easier
for the gospel to get through to people?
This consideration germinated the concept for this dissertation and the
ensuing literature review increased curiosity and confirmed speculation. In
reviewing over fifty books on homiletics I leamed of a revolution in
preaching that emphasized forms of preaching with which my own preaching
has similarities. While it is impossible to classify my preaching as any
particular style, when I went to file cabinets that hold 1,300 sermons and
reviewed a portion of them, I found evidence of storytelling, right brain
preaching, some narrative approach, and a httle of the inductive method. 1
also discovered a biblical expository style which I contend in this dissertation
is a philosophical overlay for specific forms of effective preaching. The
evidence ofmy sermons, added to the literature review and observation of
our congregation's growth, gave prominence to my question: Is there
something about my preaching that brings people to a transforming faith in
Jesus Christ despite secularization and theological misunderstanding?
Answering that question by utilizing four sermons, two survey forms, and a
reflection group is the purpose of this project.
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Description of the Project
The project began with curiosity about why people attend Chapel on
the Hill and come to faith or a renewal of faith there. What got them to the
Chapel? Did something there give them an experience of Jesus? Does my
preaching have anything to do with that?
To determine the above I used a congregational questionnaire designed
to discover why people become a part of Chapel on the Hill and submitted it
after we assembled one Sunday morning for worship. Telling the
congregation about the doctor ofministry program and my need of their help,
I went over the questionnaire with them and assured them of anonymity. I
asked those age eighteen and over to fill out the questionnaire. The 107
people who completed the questionnaire brought it to me at that time. A
copy of it is included as an appendix to this paper. I compiled the
congregational questionnaire forms and averaged the value given to each of
the twenty questions. The findings derived from this instrument as well as
interpretation are included in Chapter 4 of this paper. Application is found in
Chapter 5.
The congregational questionnaire, unlike my initial plan, was not used
to recmit a smaller group that later more extensively participated in the
dissertation project. That entity, the preaching evaluation group, required
anonymity and for that reason I could not ask the congregational
questionnaire respondents to give their names.
Instead, I selected the twelve member preaching evaluation group by
systematically processing the church membership roll. We have 332 adult
members and I selected every twenty-seventh one.
The twelve people systematically selected from the roll constituted the
preaching evaluation group that used a form I devised to respond to four
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sermons preached on consecutive Sundays in Febmary and March of 1997.
All responses were made anonymously. A copy of that form is included in
the appendixes of this paper as well as Ml manuscripts of the four sermons.
The form was designed from personal observation and the literature review.
What is observed about my preaching that accounts for growth at Chapel on
the Hill? What does the literature say about effective styles of preaching and
does my homiletical approach correspond to that? I designed the evaluation
form to help the twelve-member group identify quahties ofmy preaching that
affect growth. This process invited the group to confirm, partially confirm, or
deny the interpretation ofmy personal observation and the literature review.
After each sermon was preached I compiled the survey results and
created a master sheet for that particular sermon. When all four sermons had
been preached a master sheet was utilized to register averages. These five
sheets are included as appendixes to this paper.
I met with the preaching evaluation group two times, once after the
second sermon and once after the last sermon. At those sessions we reflected
openly on their responses to the thirty-two statements on the evaluation form
and occasionally referred to the congregational questionnaire. My
interpretation of that reflection is included in chapter four of this chapter and
application of our mutual findings in chapters four and five.
Research Questions
Research Question # 1:
What changes occur in the lives of those who listen to my preaching
and do the sermons preached in this project represent that preaching?
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Research Question # 2:
To what in my preaching do the listeners attribute these changes?
Research Question # 3:
What is it about the way (style and form) I preach that contributes to
the change in lives?
Definition ofTerms
Secularization is living hfe with little or no reference to God. In
secularization, an idea of God does not impact significantly on life by
shaping opinions or contributing to decision making.
Theology is what we think about God. Theological understanding is
how we perceive hfe in reference to God. Theology counters secularization.
Nature of God consists of the attributes and characteristics of God. It
describes what we perceive God is like.
Gospel is the revelation of the good news ofGod's love in Jesus
Christ. Gospel proclaims the life, teaching, death, resurrection, and
exaltation of Jesus Christ. Gospel, thus understood, fiilfills prophecy and
invites us to evaluate Jesus as Lord and Christ. It encourages us to repent,
receive forgiveness of sins, and live in the power of the Spirit of the risen
Christ. Gospel perceived and preached in this way is relevant to everyone.
Homiletics is the science and art ofpreparing and delivering sermons.
It focuses on design, constmction, and communication of sermons.
Homiletics involves both the process of sermon creation in the pastor's study
and the event of sermon delivery in an institutional and worship setting.
Transformation is the positive change in a person's life, with both
uitemal and external manifestations, that occurs when the gospel is
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effectively preached to people who come from a highly secularized context
and misunderstand the nature of God.
Variables
Independent Variables
1. The sermon. The sermon provides ingredients necessary to effect
life transformation of those who listen from the context of secularization and
an accompanying theological misperception of the nature of God. The
sermon represents a biblical understanding of gospel. The sermon is
expressed in preaching forms � stories, illustrations, homiletical moves,
literary genres � relevant to hearing preconditions. The sermon is
instrumental in changing lives. Particularly cmcial to this paper are the four
sermons of this project and the type ofpreaching they represent.
2. The preacher. The preacher is committed to preaching for changed
lives, has a biblical understanding of gospel, and possesses talent and skiUs
necessary to effectively preach for transformation. The preacher is cognizant
of and compassionate toward what people bring to the preaching event.
Dependent Variables
1. Listening attitudes. This variable embraces emotional and other
transactions taking place as people listen to sermons. It asks if they listen to
preaching from a secularized position.
2. Listener response. This variable includes how people respond to
preaching according to commitment level and commitment history, their
regard toward the church in general and the particular church in which they
hear preaching, and human needs they bring to preaching.
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Intervening Variables
1. Preaching setting. This variable concentrates on where the sermon
is heard. It asks if the physical setting has anything to do with how the
gospel is heard. It wants to know if the order ofworship is a factor. Does the
attitude of the worshipping congregation make a difference?
Congregational Setting of the Study
This study took place at Chapel on the Hill, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
where I became founding pastor in 1980. Chapel on the HUl is a non-
denominational/independent church in the southeastern comer ofWisconsin,
seventy-five miles north ofChicago and forty-five miles south ofMilwaukee.
This church began in a rather unusual way. Dean Griffith, internationally
successful businessman and serious Christian steward, responded to a vision
while on a business trip to the Philippines and upon returning home shared
the vision of beginning a local church near his summer estate with his wife
Lois and his dad who then became participants in the dream. Part of an
abandoned Lutheran campground was purchased in 1977, a pastoral search
begun, and three years later through introductions made by Ben Johnson of
Columbia Seminary, our family moved fi'om Atlanta to Lake Geneva to begin
Chapel on the Hill. My wife Sharon and I came as a ministry team.
The Griffiths and Bamharts agreed from the beginning the new church
would be evangelical and in all things evidence evangelistic passion,
especially in its preaching. In the way we presented the gospel we would
attract to Christ and to the Body ofChrist those previously unattracted.
Bmeggemann speaks of "the most obvious constituency for evangehsm, the
outsider who stands apart fi-om this 'community of news,' who lives by other
narrative identities" (Bmeggemann, Biblical Perspectives on Evangelism 48).
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hi a time of secularism and pluralism there are many such identities that
obscure the gospel message and yet paradoxically create a hunger for it. We
postulated that hunger had constructed a target for the new church and we
believed our gifts and zeal in partnership with the Spirit's creative power
could remove perceived obscurity fi^om the gospel message and relevantly
release it. Although the church would be located within a basically non-
growing population, these characteristics and attributes encouraged
projections and our evangelical passion kept both initial attitudes and
subsequent actions strongly alive.
Our passion derived impetus from confidence in the gospel and the
preaching of the gospel. Although the world and sometimes the church
obscure the gospel, that is not the gospel's fault because the gospel stands
steady in an unstable world and within an uncertain church. "The theologian's
job is not to make the gospel credible to the world but to the make the world
credible to the gospel" (Hauerwas and WiQimon, Resident Aliens 24).
Authentic biblical preaching does not water down the gospel but takes its
wraps off, the subtle and not so subtle coverings put there by both secular
perception and ecclesiastical practice. The preaching of this uncovered
gospel brings transformation in the midst of contextual variety dominated by
the influence of secularism and theological misunderstanding of the nature of
God.
The context at the Chapel on the Hill is varied and especially obvious
is religious variety. Three hundred thirty-two adult members have twenty-
eight religious backgrounds. More come from Lutheran and Roman Cathohc
than from any other but Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, Assembhes of
God, Church of God (both Anderson, Indiana and Cleveland, Tennessee) and
others contribute to the configuration. Also, a number ofpeople come from
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non-denominational churches. However, the largest rehgious background
group is classified none. These people had no exposure to church or their
status had lapsed so long ago they retain little or no rehgious memory.
Hunter writes, "Most secular people are unacquainted with the basic
assumption of the Bible � that God is their rightful Lord to whom they are
accountable, who calls them to commit their lives to the will ofGod" {How to
Reach Secular People 45). Strobel, in talking about "unchurched Harry,"
adds, "The tmth is that, in many instances, Harry is a Christianity illiterate"
{Inside the Mind ofUnchurchedHarry andMary 51). We leamed this
graphically and representatively at Chapel on the Hill when one young
professional we had invited asked me on Sunday, "What were you doing
down at the firont with that cup and bread?"
Actually, there is an upside to what Strobel calls "Christianity
illiterate." While those who worship at Chapel on the Hill bring with them
various contexts, lack of religious memory gives them something in common
and provides the preacher a more level playing field. In the midst of diversity
exists a commonality ofbiblical/theological unawareness. Such ignorance,
unless intentionally entrenched and defended, provides the gospel and the
preacher of the gospel a place of vulnerability and accessibility in the lives of
the congregants. Emptiness wants to be filled and a hunger brought on by
the broken promises of a Westem world view longs to be fed. The caricature
I often image ofmy Sunday moming congregation is a flock of baby birds
lined up with their mouths open waiting to be fed. Such hunger is
foundational for understanding how the gospel, through preaching,
transforms lives even when entrenched in secularism and influenced by
misperception of the nature of God.
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Theological Reflection
How is this study informed and shaped by theology? First, what is
theology? The word combines two Greek words, theos and logos. The first
one means God and the second one means mind. Therefore, theology is what
we think about God. Sleeth says "all of us, whether we want or not, are
theologians" {Proclaiming the Gospel 73). All who gather in the Chapel on
the HiU sanctuary on Sunday momings to hear the gospel are theologians and
come to the preaching event with a perception ofGod.
Formany who experience preaching at Chapel on the Hill, God was
misrepresented to them in formative years when theology took shape and so
part ofmy preaching task is corrective in nature. I want these theologically
misinformed people to leave our service saying to themselves, "I didn't know
God is like that."
The gospel contains an image of God contrary to what many
presuppose. They do not understand God is Uke the father of the prodigal
son or the woman in search of her lost coin or the shepherd looking for one
stray sheep (Luke 15). They miss the gospel tmth that God is like Jesus
when He talked to a woman at a well (John 4) or when He stood up and
spoke to the authorities whose theology of God had gone awry and told them
how He felt about the woman caught ui adultery (John 8) or when He hung
out with those who had no religious credentials (Matthew 9).
In attempting to correct such misperceptions about God I especially
focus on the cross of Jesus Christ to prove how much we are worth if Jesus
Christ, the Son ofGod, died for us. Jesus on the cross is not God wearing a
policeman's uniform, or carrying chains, or holding bolts of hghtening.
My thesis is that, through hermeneutics and homiletics, preachers of
the gospel can correct misguided theology and help people discover God as
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God is revealed biblically. We can rectify what was and is, in many
instances and places, the Church's misrepresentation of God.
Soper, lamenting what the Church has done to misrepresent God,
speaks of "the assumption that Christianity has been perverted, ifnot
betrayed, by the Church" (Soper, The Advocacy of the Gospel 73). But, on
the upside of that, Kierkegaard celebrated Christendom's decline and
Bonhoeffer built on Kierkegaard when he welcomed secularization as "a
clearing of the decks for the God of the Bible" (Hunter, How to Reach
Secular People 33-34). Although it was easier to preach forty years ago
when I began because people were more religiously conditioned, preaching in
today's spiritually depleted world is easier in another way � people have an
emptiness and that void invites preaching and preachers to fill it.
Supporting and reiterating what I said earlier, this emptiness unveils a
commonality of those who experience the preaching event and provides a
more level playing field for the preacher. Countering the variable of
secularized and theologically misuiformed filters through which preaching is
heard is the constant ofwhat might be imaged as a clean slate. On this clean
slate the preacher can write about God as God is. This study is informed and
shaped by the theology of the nature of God.
This study is also informed and shaped by the theology of
incarnation; God who came among us in Jesus defies theological
misconceptions ofmany people. The cradle in Bethlehem's cattle cave had
no chains of enslavement or lightening bolts of vengeance and Jesus did not
wear a policeman's uniform of punishment. The hfe style of Jesus, as well as
His theology and homiletics, attest to His affirmational and redemptive, even
tolerant, love.
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I have already introduced the doctrine of crucifixion as a way to speak
the gospel effectively to all people. The cmcifixion proves what God thinks
of us and how much God invests to demonstrate that. The doctrine of the
cmcifixion says we are worth dying for and counters the falsehood the
Church sometimes perpetrates about our value and worth, a theologically
clouded filter through which some hear the gospel.
I enthusiastically embrace the resurrection of Jesus Christ as an
antidote for theological misconception. Buttrick says, as we search for
theological method, we should begin "where in fact Christology begins: with
the resurrection of Jesus Christ" {Preaching Jesus Christ 23). The doctrine
of resurrection means God is a contemporary, supporting, and affkming
presence in our lives. Talking about preaching in that particular theological
context. Long says, "... when all is said and done, the resurrection is the
claim that you can never tell just where Jesus is going to show up. And that
is the best news our voices are privileged to speak" {The Senses ofPreaching
53).
Whatever the sermon subject, preaching can take place in a
resurrection perspective that says Jesus is present to those who come to the
preaching event from secularization, theological misunderstanding, and other
contexts. Willimon indicates the assistance a theology of resurrection gives
preachers and preaching when he says, "It is only because Jesus has been
raised from the dead that I have confidence in preaching" {The Intrusive
Word 25). Willimon further underlines the homiletical empowerment of
resurrection theology when he writes, "I don't preach Jesus' story in the light
ofmy own experience, as some sort ofhelpful symbol or myth that is
usefully illumined by my story. Rather, 1 am invited by Easter to interpret my
story in the light of God's triumph in the resurrection" (25). All stories of all
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people to whom we preach can be interpreted in the light of the resurrection
victory.
Yet another theological concept that informs and shapes this study is
eschatology. The doctrine of the second coming of Jesus Christ speaks
positively to all, whatever the contextual dimension. Everybody is worth a
retum trip but, as John Paul II teaches in Crossing the Threshold ofHope, we
do not have to wait until Christ's retum to benefit from the tmth of this
doctrine. "Therefore, the promised renewal that we await is already begun in
Christ. It is carried forward by the Holy Spirit and through the Spirit it
continues in the Church, where the faith teaches us the meaning of our
temporal life ..." (181-182). The theological import of eschatology is
contemporary and through preaching speaks of our value and worth,
whatever circumstances we bring to a hearing of the gospel.
The doctrine of creation is clearly one of the qualities of the gospel
that makes it relevant. We are created in the image of God and to be so
created communicates affirmation to all people. Related to the doctrine of
creation is the doctrine of particularity. God's creation methodology is not of
assembly line nature; we are not mass produced but hand crafted. Each of us
is an unrepeatable miracle ofGod, whatever our origin and history.
Another doctrine that theologically influences this study is that of the
Church. The Church, as the body ofChrist, invites everyone to Christ and
to Christ's Church. As dissimilar as we are in background and circumstance,
the Church provides a christological common denominator on which we can
all stand. We are "all one in Jesus Christ" (Galatians 3:28).
The trinitarian formula of faith also gives credence to the thesis of
this study. First, it speaks to three filters of orthodoxy, evangelicalism, and
pentecostalism through which various people hear preaching. Historically,
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orthodoxy focuses on God the Father, evangelicalism on God the Son, and
pentecostalism on God the Holy Spirit. Trinitarian theology corrects the
imbalance and when its flill impact reaches those disillusioned by the broken
promises of a Westem worldview, a new hearing of the gospel results.
Filtered through trinitarianism, we perceive the gospel as comprehensive
affirmation and are strongly affirmed by our faith in the Father who creates
us, the Son who dies for us, and the Holy Spirit who lives in us. Buttrick
applies trinitarian theology to preaching the gospel when he talks about the
Word and Spirit as one in the triune God, an idea developed by the
Reformers. "Just as Word and Spirit were one in the triune God, so Word
and Spirit were one, working together in preaching and hearing the gospel"
(A Captive Voice 39). When we preach the Word (the gospel) God puts the
Spirit to work. Spirit-empowered ministry of the Word makes preaching
relevant and transforming, even to the secularized who misunderstand God.
Inherent in all theological moorings is the doctrine of transformation.
The work ofGod in all its theological embodiments exists to change us. My
thesis in this study is that the gospel through preaching redeems and
transforms lives. Independent variable number one of this study says, "The
sermon provides ingredients necessary to effect life transformation of those
who listen from the context of secularization and an accompanying
theological misperception of the nature of God." Each Sunday, I preach to
affirm people and simultaneously effect their transformation. Because the
gospel becomes accomodationist ifwe preach only to affirm, we must also
preach to transform. Demaray speaks of his first conviction about preaching
when he says, "Preaching Christ does change people" {Introduction to
Homiletics 13). Ifwe do not preach to change people, we provide no
alternative to a secularized Westem world view that disillusions people and
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sends them back to church in the first place. Miller says the sermon's
"highest calling is change" (CalvinMiller, Spirit, Word, andStory 8). Ifwe
offer only what the world offers, we do no better than the world. "The way
for the world to know that it needs redeeming, that it is broken and fallen, is
for the church to enable the world to strike hard against something which is
an altemative to what the world offers" (Hauerwas andWillimon 94). The
preaching of the gospel, to change people, must let them know they need
changing by providing a redemptive altemative to what the world offers. A
gospel preached as a photo copy of the world is no gospel at all. Offering a
redemptive altemative begins answering Research Question # 2 of this
project, "To what in my preaching do the listeners attribute these changes?"
Significance of the Study
This study is significant for four reasons:
(1) It identifies how the gospel speaks relevantly to all people.
Acknowledging the influence of secularization and theological
misunderstanding, filters through which preaching is heard, it shows how the
gospel counters that influence by providing a common ground for hearing the
gospel. As defined in this paper's section on the definition of terms, the
"gospel is the revelation of the good news ofGod's love in Jesus Christ."
Among the central theological deposits in that common ground are the
incarnation and the resurrection. God in Jesus Christ and Jesus Christ in the
world provide universal appeal to those who listen to preaching of the gospel
and offer an altemative to failed promises of a Westem worldview.
(2) It corrects theological misconceptions. Among others, it corrects
theological misconceptions about God, the Church, the gospel, and
preaching. God is not a policeman with a billy club waiting to bang the
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errant over the head but rather is the God of Jesus Christ who came to the
world as one of us and is now present to us in the world (incamation and
resurrection again). The Church is not a man-made organization committed
to elitism but a Spirit-conceived organism dedicated to uiclusiveness. The
gospel is neither only accomodationist nor solely demanding but instead says
God both accepts us as we are and desires our progressive improvement.
Preaching is not negative as in "Don't preach to me!" but is the unveiling of
good news about both God and us.
(3) It emphasizes the importance of the Bible to preaching and
hearing. Larsen speaks accurately of "the almost incredible disappearance of
the knowledge of the Bible in our time . . " (The Anatomy ofPreaching 58).
The saddest dimension of such an assessment is that preaching contributes to
biblical illiteracy. Much preaching ignores the Bible as resource, not to
mention as authority. Much preaching conforms the gospel to the world
instead of the other way around. "The preacher can, of course, force the
Bible to march to the cultural drumbeat, but then the sermon will only be a
word from the culture to itself (Long, The Witness ofPreaching 58).
Recovering the Bible as source and authority for preaching raises
preaching to amore credible and effective place, where it belongs. We must,
however, guard against the trap Buttrick wams biblical preaching can fall
into. "Even when biblical preaching has not been comered by rationalist
exegesis and objective rationalist homiletics and has given itself to narration,
biblical preaching has failed to name God in the world" {Homiletic:Moves
and Structures 18). We name God in the world, Buttrick reminds us, when
we apply the tmth of the gospel to the world. I contend in this paper that
such a practical approach to preaching is what people need and want.
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(4) It provides preachers insight and inspiration for preaching the
gospel relevantly to aU people. One intended significance of this study is to
provide application of its principles to other preachers.
Overview of the Study
Following this initial chapter is one that reviews the literature in my
field of study. I begin the literature review chapter by articulating the
concem that germinated this dissertation project. In that segment I talk about
observation of Chapel on the Hill constituency and personal reflections that
created my thesis that the gospel, through preaching, transforms lives. The
subsequent portion of the second chapter reviews the hterature according to
the three research compartments ofmy thesis: (1) a bibhcal understanding of
the gospel, (2) the context for preaching, and (3) forms of preaching. The
segment on biblical understanding of the gospel responds to independent
variable number one, "The sermon represents a biblical understanding of the
gospel." The context for preaching section focuses on what people bring to
preaching (dependent variables one and two, regarding the listener). The
portion of the literature review regarding forms ofpreaching also replies to
independent variable number one, "The sermon is expressed in preaching
forms � stories, illustrations, homiletical moves, literary genres � relevant
to hearing preconditions."
Chapter three of the dissertation concentrates on the plan and design of
the study. I wrote and preached four sermons that represent my preaching
and contain elements identified as cmcial in the transformation of lives
through the preaching of the gospel whatever context and theology people
bring to church with them. Among those elements are simplicity of
language, use of stories, right brain appeal, affirmational emphasis, inductive
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preaching style, preacher's comfortableness and familiarity with scripture,
preacher's affirming love of those for whom the preaching is done, and life
application relevance.
I created and subsequently distributed a congregational questionnaire
to one gathering of our Sunday moming worshippers. I designed the
questionnaire to help determine religious background, theological
understanding, and secularization of our people as well as their opinion
conceming the effectiveness ofmy preaching for the purpose of
transformation.
After creating and utilizing the congregational questionnaire, I
systematically processed the church adult membership role and selected
twelve people to serve as a preaching evaluation group. The selected group
consisted of seven women and five men with an average age of fifty-one.
The members of the group used an evaluation form I devised to respond to
the four sermons. Both the sermons and the evaluation form were
encouraged by independent variable number one of this study: "The sermon
provides ingredients necessary to effect life transformation of those who
listen from the context of secularization and an accompanying theological
misperception of the nature ofGod." In ttie preaching evaluation group we
reflected on response to the survey form.
The fourth chapter of this dissertation is a report of the study's
findings. Through these findings I attempt to document my thesis that the
gospel, when preached, transforms lives whatever listening perspectives
people bring to the preaching of the gospel.
This dissertation's fifth chapter is a summary of findings and a stating
of conclusions. It also includes a look at the study's limitations and a
projection of its application for other preachers.
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A works cited section follows chapter five of this paper and
appendixes include the congregational questionnaire and tabulation,
preaching evaluation group form and five evaluation sheets, and fuU
manuscripts of the four sermons.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Observations
Two or three times a year I informally poll the worship service
attendees ofChapel on the Hill, the non-denominational/independent church
I founded in 1980. In that poll I ask two questions. First, "How many of you
prior to coming to Chapel on the Hill had no active church relationship?"
Most of the two hundred worshippers raise their hands. Then I ask a second
question, "How many of you before coming to Chapel on the HiQ had no
personal relationship with Jesus Christ?" A good two-thirds of the people
raise their hands.
Since beginning Chapel on the Hill in November of 1980, we have
reached many who were previously unchurched and/or unsaved, which was
our original intent. We were not interested in transfer growth and while
fostering biological growth, that was not the source of expansion on which
we expected to depend. At Chapel on the HiU we focus on reaching for Jesus
Christ those other churches have not reached. Of course we know other
churches reach those we do not/cannot and thank God for such kingdom
results.
While discussing the possible move to Lake Geneva with an Atlanta
friend, he thought I was making a mistake. He pointed out the non-growing
nature of the area's population, starting a church with no people, and other
factors he perceived as circumscribing. I listened carefiiUy and agreed with
his analysis but not with his conclusion the mission might faU because of
these factors. I told my friend God would not send me as a salesman where
there is no market.
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A market for God's Word exists everjrwhere because of the bankmptcy
of a Westem worldview. Kraft itemizes the ingredients of that worldview as
naturalism, materialism, humanism, rationalism, and individualism (27-33).
Even the words ring hollow because life meaning has not come, as expected
to, fi^om these sources. People tum now to other places. Speaking in
antonyms, they tum to the supematural, the spiritual, the divine, to feelings,
and to community. In other words, they tum to that which gospel and the
preaching of gospel are uniquely equipped to provide.
People want replacements for a failed Westem worldview and position
themselves toward the church, as flawed as it is. "The harvest is great
again," Hunter says. (Churchfor the Unchurched 23). Hunter reminds us,
however, that "The Church stiU has trouble perceiving the harvest" (23).
Johnson says some people who give church a try, "look at our order of
worship, listen to our music, wonder about our language, and conclude, 'Just
like it was before I left' and then leave again" (New Day New Church 72).
The Chapel, too, has experienced a "leaving agaui." We can wax
cynical and caU those who left "Teflon Christians" but the tmth is we did not
effectively minister to them by filling a vacuum created by the bankmptcy of
a Westem worldview. The ongoing effort ofChapel leadership is to increase
overall effectiveness in this area and the commitment of the pastor is to find
new ways to preach the gospel so hves are transformed. That commitment
motivated my entry, thirty-two years removed from seminary graduation, into
Asbury's doctor ofministry program and also informed the nature of this
study.
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The Bibhcal Understanding ofGospel
Beginning the first of three sections of the literature review, I restate
the meaning of the word gospel as previously stated in the section on
definition of terms.
Gospel is the revelation of the good news of God's love in Jesus
Christ. Gospel proclaims the life, teaching, death, resurrection, and
exaltation of Jesus Christ. Gospel, thus understood, fulfills messianic
prophecy and invites us to evaluate Jesus as Lord and Christ. It encourages
us to repent, receive forgiveness of sins, and live in the power of the risen
Christ. Gospel perceived and proclaimed in this way is relevant to everyone.
All this is good news and a bibhcal understanding of gospel focuses on
good news. The gospel is the good news of God in Jesus Christ with various
embodiments, a variety ofmanifestations, and a plethora of imphcations.
The gospel as good news embodies itself in the life, ministry, love, death,
resurrection, ascension, and promised retum of Jesus Christ as well as
Hebrew history and Messianic prophecy that preceded Christ and the Church
that came after Christ. The gospel as good news manifests itself in
redemptionmotif, salvation event, sanctification process, institutional birth,
and tiie shaping of history. Among the imphcations of the gospel as good
news are: sin forgiven, etemal life guaranteed, purpose restored, culture
renewed, and life transformed.
Life transformation through preaching assumes what we preach is the
gospel and not something else, the kind of "something else" Buttrick indicts
when he talks about the preaching ofHarry Emerson Fosdick that resulted in
what Buttrick calls "the triumph of the therapeutic." He says this movement
begun by Fosdick cuhninated in a "positive thinking" pulpit on the East coast
and a "possibihty-thinking" pulpit on the West coast but Buttrick perceives
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its influence not limited to Peale and SchuUer. He writes, "... most of our
pulpits, Protestant and Catholic alike, have read scripture but then preached a
psychological personahsm for the past four decades, with sin as
psychological dysfunction and salvation as inward good feeling" (A Captive
Voice 13). Obviously, sin as psychological dysfunction and salvation as
inward good feeling do not fit a biblical understanding of gospel. Although
Buttrick is hard on Fosdick, and perhaps unfair, he rightly wams of
preaching jBrom a perspective other than biblical understanding of gospel.
In the same book in which Buttrick challenges the "something else" of
Fosdick's preaching, he takes on what he perceives to be another "something
else" in the preaching ofKarl Barth. He says Barth "in some ways all but
destroyed preaching in the name of the Bible." Listing several Barthian
preaching errors, Buttrick writes, "Above all, he denied social relevance." As
a result of such a denial, "preaching became for Barth the reiteration of a
biblical text" and moved him "toward a kind ofbibhcal isolation in which
pubhc events are excised from sermons" (8).
In a book to which he contributed a chapter. Listening to the Word,
Long joins Buttrick's critique ofBarth when accusing hun ofmissing
altogether what people contextually bring to a hearing of the sermon. "It is
not too strong to say that Barth recommended that the preacher essentially
factor concem about the hearers' situation out of the preaching equation"
(177). In a doctor ofministry dissertation I read at Candler School of
Theology library, Morris counters such an approach when he says, "How
people feel when they listen to a sermon is important to God and should be
important to any preacher" (The High Impact Church: A Fresh Approach to
Reaching the Unchurched 72).
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Buttrick's criticism ofBarth, as ofFosdick, may be unfair but again he
correctly emphasizes biblical understanding of gospel as the primal material
of preaching. Ifpreaching is only the pop psychology ofFosdick or the
textual reiteration ofBarth, assuming Buttrick's assessments are correct, the
gospel as good news for the transformation of life whatever the context has
not been preached. Likewise, any substitution does not fit the biblical
understanding of gospel. Therefore, preachers need to focus more diligently
on the Bible in order to hermeneutically understand gospel and homileticaUy
apply what is understood. "Another part of finding our voice in preaching is
learning to listen more attentively to the voice of the biblical text. Biblical
texts have claims to make upon us, things they wish to say" (Long, The
Senses ofPreaching Long adds, "Texts once were preaching, and they
wish to be preaching again." A biblical understanding of gospel does not
come without attentiveness to the Bible as the Word ofGod. The more I
listen to pericope and text the better I communicate gospel to those who come
to Chapel on the Hill on Sunday momings and the greater opportunity they
have for hfe transformation, regardless ofbackground, secularization, and
theological understanding. Biblical preaching increases ability to perceive
the relevant power of God in our lives and provides one answer to Research
Question # 2, "To what in my preaching do the listeners attribute these
changes?"
What then is bibhcal preaching? Long says preaching is biblical
"whenever the preacher allows a text from the Bible to serve as the leading
force in shaping the content and purpose of the sermon" (The Witness of
Preaching 48). Pitt-Watson elaborates when he says to be biblical "a
sermon must be rooted in the particularities of a passage of scripture, in the
immediate and wider context of the passage, and in the cosmic sweep of the
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Christian gospel as a whole" {A Primerfor Preachers 24). Sleeth writes that
biblical preaching is "the proclamation of the kerygma through the exposition
of specific scriptural material directed to contemporary hfe." Sleeth defines
kerygma as "the kemel of the Christian gospel: the life, teachings, death, and
resurrection of Jesus Christ" (42).
In a high view ofpreaching, Pitt-Watson teaches that the Word of God
comes to us in three ways. It comes to us in Jesus Christ as the Word
become flesh, in the written word of scripture, and "in the Word preached."
Pitt-Watson says "the preaching of the Word of God is the Word ofGod"
(fi*om the Later Helvetic Confession) and becomes even more graphic when
he says, "Preaching is God speaking through us who preach" (14). If
preaching is God speaking through us who preach, preaching has
transformational power that is contextually comprehensive. The Word of
God preached decreases the influence of secularized and theological filters
through which people listen and confirms what independent variable number
one of this study states; "The sermon is instrumental in changing lives."
Morris' dissertation depicts the transformational ability ofwhat he calls
"gospel preaching" across contextual lines when he writes, "The gospel
rightly preached has ability to affect people's lives no matter who they are or
where they come from or where they are presently headed" (91).
As stated initially in this first section of the literature review, a biblical
understanding of gospel focuses on good news. In view of this definition,
Mitchell perceives something wrong with much preaching. "The minute one
sees that the often used word gospel means Good News or glad tidings, it
should be apparent that the traditional sermons ofProtestant orthodoxy have
been too judgmental, critical, and characterized by bad news" (Celebration
andExperience in Preaching 64). Preaching as bad news helped drive
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people from the church but, as I indicated, many are coming back to see if
anything has changed. Ifwe preach the gospel as described in this study's
section on definition of terms, there is a chance they will hear and stay. Ifwe
preach the bad news of God in a policeman's uniform with billy club in hand,
they will leave again.
In this study's section on theological reflection, I called for a
theological understanding of the nature of God along with adherence to
several other theological doctrines. Preaching the good news as gospel that is
biblically understood means preachers must be serious theologians.
Craddock writes of "the inseparable relationship of theology and preaching"
(As One WithoutAuthority 38). Pitt-Watson is so adamant about this that he
profoundly subordinates homiletics to theology. "Homiletics employs
communications skills but owes obedience to biblical theology alone" (14).
Only seriously theological homileticians understand gospel biblically as good
news and can preach gospel transformationally whatever the hstening
perspective.
The Preaching Context
How congregants perceive preaching is influenced by what they bring
to the hearing of it and I contend in this study that many people bring
theological misconception. When people tell me their perception of God I
understand why they tumed away from God and I say to them, "I do not
believe in that kind ofGod, either."
Of course, what kind ofGod the preacher believes in and preaches is
essential to preaching for life transformation to those who hsten through the
filter of theological misunderstanding. Stott writes, "The kind ofGod we
believe in determines the kind of sermons we preach" (Between Two Worlds
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93). This is why Bailey says a theological decision the hermeneut makes
before approaching the text is one conceming the nature of God
{Hermeneuticsfor Preaching 23). Stott describes God as hght, as one who
has acted, and as one who has spoken. As light, God is open, friendly,
loving, and does not hide from us. As one who has acted, especially in Jesus
Christ, God takes the initiative to identify with us and help us. As one who
has spoken, we know God loves us and offers grace-filled opportunities.
When we preach this kind ofGod, the gospel is good news and possesses
ability to transform lives even when those to whom we preach listen through
a theological misconception of the nature ofGod. Growing up with an angry
God in a policeman's uniform, people warm to preaching that presents a
theological altemative. One man who accepted my challenge to worship
with us four consecutive Sundays said at the end of that period of time, "I
like your God better than mine."
This is the kind of God O'Day says is available to our preaching when
she talks of the "fear not" motif of the gospel. She particularly emphasizes
the incamation and resurrection of Jesus Christ and the invitation to peace in
both those narratives. In this study's segment on theological reflection, I
pointed to the doctrines of incamation and resurrection as supportive of
preaching that affirms and transforms, a point confirmed by O'Day. She says
"the announcements of the birth and resurrection of Jesus are cast in the
language of the salvation oracle. The words do notfear (do not be afraid)
provide the paradigm for the early church's proclamation of radical newness"
{Listening to the Word 27). This gospel summons to assurance and
confidence is indeed good news to those who listen to preaching through the
ears of a contentious world. Manning says this is the gospel that appeals to
"the bedraggled, beat-up, and bumt-out" {The Ragamuffin Gospel 12). A
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failed Westem worldview leaves us in the abyss ofuncertainty and the gospel
of a "fear not" God provides an alluring altemative. God incamated and
resurrected in Jesus Christ as advocate on our behalf at least neutralizes the
confusion caused by secularism. We can hear the promise inherent in that
kind of God no matter the context in which we hsten to it. Good theology in
preaching effectively counters bad theological preconceptions listeners bring
to preaching.
Another context in which preaching is heard is that of anti-
institutionalism. In the congregation I pastor, this takes the shape of a
historical equating of church and gospel. People experienced a church at
some time in their lives and assume they were exposed to gospel. They
erroneously thought a church where people squabble or where the pastor is a
self-promoter represents gospel when, in fact, it grossly misrepresents it.
Consequently, the church obscures rather than reveals gospel. In a
dissertation published as The Unchurched I read at Asbury Theological
Seminary library. Hale says it is no wonder people "often describe themselves
as able to be 'better Christians' outside (the church) than in" (101). This
sense of anti-institutionalism relates to dependent variable number two, " .
their attitude toward the church in general and the particular church in which
they hear the preaching."
But what we have seen at Chapel on the Hill, and others have seen in
many places, is enough of a softening of anti-institutionalism to encourage a
retum to church. However, most of the time the window of opportunity for
the church is small and closes again if the gospel we communicate does not
correct the misunderstanding. Those who retum must see a more authentic
alignment of church and gospel than what initially tumed them off.
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Generally speaking, the context in which people returning to church
hear the gospel is heavily influenced by secularization. Dependent variable
number one "asks how secularized the hsteners are and if they listen from a
secularized position." The Westem world view may have failed the quest for
meaning but its influence lingers on. Kraft speaks of naturalism that makes
a perception of anything supematural difficult, materialism that blurs the
spiritual dimension, humanism that thinks accomplishments derive solely
from our effort, rationalism that regards reason as the source of all tmth, and
individualism that denigrates a sense of community (27-33). All these
elements provide thick mesh for the filters through which preaching is heard.
They also point to opportunity. As Paul remained in Corinth and Ephesus
longer than elsewhere because of abounding secularism there, we can readily
see opportunity in the context people bring to preaching. "For Paul all this
represented a special challenge � and a special opportunity" {Christian
History 22).
Hauerwas and Willimon, writing about secularism, speak of "the
decline of the old Constantinian synthesis between the church and the world"
(18). Johnson speaks from the same opinion when he defines our era as
post-Christian. "To define our era as 'post-Christian' refers to the end of
Christendom, a period of tkne that began with Constantine's embrace of the
Christian rehgion for the entire Roman Empire" (30). When I started
preaching in 1956, the Constantinian synthesis had not eroded and the
context for preaching was different. People had more religious memory to
which preaching could appeal. They looked more kindly at the church, heard
its gospel more willingly, and preaching was done from a dominant position.
Now it is quite different, as documented in this study. The people I preach to
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forty years later have little religious memory and although they retum to
church do so with doubts and some residue of antagonism.
But an upside appears in the decline of the Constantinian synthesis.
Hauerwas and WiUimon are encouraged by one aspect of that upside when
they write, "The decline of the old Constantinian synthesis between the
church and the world means we American Christians are at last free to be
faithful in a way that makes being a Christian today an exciting adventure"
(18). I find that confirmed where I preach because loss of religious
assumption brings excitement as it challenges me to unveil gospel that has
been obscured by both world and church and emancipate it for relevance.
Although Kierkegaard's "problem of illusion" Craddock talks about still has
influence {Overhearing the Gospel tape one), its influence recedes because of
the dearth of religious memory. Kierkegaard said people of his day were
under the illusion they had heard the gospel because they listened to a lot of
sermons but people of this day, particularly our congregation's young adults,
have not heard enough preaching to form such an illusion. Therefore, their
slates are relatively clear and that frees me to preach creatively and even
experimentally. In the next section of the literature review, I explore
preaching forms that serve this opportunity.
While Johnson and others talk about "post-Christian," Hunter uses the
term "pre-Christian." Explaining this term, he says "Christendom is largely
dissolved, the Enlightenment is a spent force, and we are, once again, in an
Apostolic Age � much like the age that early Christianity engaged" {Church
for the Unchurched 23). This analysis also adds excitement to preaching the
gospel. Employing two images previously utilized in this study, "pre-
Christian" implies a clean slate and a more level playing field. The gospel
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bibhcally understood as good news stands both ready and able to write on
such a slate and play on such a field and effect transformation.
Forms ofPreaching
I tum now to the third segment ofbackground research for this project.
The first is a biblical understanduig of the gospel, ttie second is the preaching
context, and the third is preaching forms that communicate the gospel in such
a way as to transform lives. This third section constmcts a backdrop against
which to hear Research Question # 3, "What is it about the way (style and
form) I preach that contributes to the change in lives?"
Today many clergy go for methodology of all sorts to the seeker-
firiendly school of church renewal but it does not help enough in the area of
preaching. While comprehensively analyzing the preaching context in order
to develop a seeker-friendly strategy, it does not give proper attention to a
biblical understanding of gospel. Therefore its preaching forms are not
always biblically grounded. For instance, some seeker-friendly leaders
advocate topical preaching in such a way as to de-emphasize the ability of
scripture to speak contextually with effectiveness. Such topical preaching
obsessed with seeker fiiendliness produces a reduced canon and whQe not aU
scripture stands equal in relevance, altemative preaching forms do exist that
communicate the pertinence of scripture more comprehensively.
Seeker-friendly philosophy takes a consumer approach to preaching
and too much imitates the world. It shapes gospel to world instead ofworld
to gospel and asks the world what it wants to hear instead of asking the
gospel what it wants to say. In Wright's seeker-fiiendly book, Community of
Joy, he writes, "Using the Bible to proclaim ultimate tmth will inspire a
lukewarm response at best" (92). Preaching based on a bibhcal
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understanding of gospel does not poll the congregation for its response and
gear preaching to the results of the poll. Do we or do we not believe the
Bible is the Word ofGod?
I understand the importance of preaching to people's needs and I will
talk about homiletical forms as response to secularization and theological
perception, but a downside danger lurks in the principle Hunter attributes to
three well known preachers. "Rick Warren and Bill Hybels both leamed,
from Robert Schuller, that the communicator must leam to think like a
nonchristian" {How to Reach Secular People 148). Thinking like a
nonchristian is not what I am inclined to do. Hunter's mention ofHybels sent
me to a doctor ofphilosophy dissertation at Garrett Evangehcal Seminary
library by Pritchard titled The Strategy ofWillow Creek Community Church:
A Study in the Sociology ofReligion where I found the same emphasis on
subordinating the gospel to methodologies determined by sociology and
psychology in order to appeal to secularized conditioning. Pritchard writes,
"Knowing to whom we speak is more important than what we say" (83).
I attempt to identify with those to whom I preach but my call is to
preach to them the good news of Jesus Christ as ultimate tmth. To do that I
must both think and preach like a Christian, like one who has been changed
by the gospel news and beheves others can be changed.
The gospel is much bigger than a homiletical style or a revisionist
canon or a marketing directive. The gospel, goes the old saw, is like a lion;
you defend it by letting it loose. This dissertation contends that the gospel
must be let loose in effective preaching forms to make it heard but I perceive
the seeker-friendly school aims to make gospel more marketable by making it
more palatable. Consequently, watering down of gospel occurs. Loscalzo
wams that "when a church is market driven the customer is always right"
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(Evangelistic Preaching That Connects 22). Those to whom we preach do
not want to be right; they want to be changed.
hi the seeker-friendly school I see the following dangers: Apologetics
reshapes the gospel instead of setting it free to have its say. Hermeneutics,
through an over emphasis on reader response theory, focuses on what people
hear to the dilution ofwhat God says. Homiletics becomes a clever art form
so the preacher can be heard but often drowns the end in the creative river of
the means. Neuhaus speaks of the "idolatry ofwanting, like the children of
Israel, a more palatable god" {Freedom forMinistry 85). He proceeds to talk
about efforts that "shamelessly promote turning worship into entertainment
and the congregation into an audience." Neuhaus also questions the
emphasis on making worship relevant to the desires of people when he says,
"The most relevant thing about worship is its irrelevance. Tme worship is a
act of liberation because it defies every criterion by which our lives are too
much bound" (137). What Neuhaus says about worship holds tme for
preaching. Preaching that is as accommodating as the seeker-friendly
movement advocates misses its role as counterpoint to culture. Marva Dawn
pleads for preaching that "reaches out without dumbing down" {Christian
Century 433).
So when discussing forms of preaching we first need to decry any
homiletical methodology that dilutes gospel as ultimate tmth and revises
canon to suit the market. The contexts people bring to preaching are
important, and I say so in this study, but not to the neglect of a biblical
understanding of gospel. MiUer says, "We should indeed be user friendly but
to start 'lite' and stay 'lite' will not serve our hearers very well. The sermon is
God's document first and the people's document next" {The Empowered
Communicator 69-70).
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I begin the discussion of preaching forms with the overlay of
expository_preaching. I say overlay because, as Robinson reminds us,
"Expository preaching at its core is more a philosophy than a method"
{Biblical Preaching 20). Philosophies breed methodologies and the
philosophy of expository preaching breeds various preaching forms that
communicate the gospel as good news, be it Lowry's homiletical plot,
Killian's storytelling, the Craddockian inductive approach, or others.
Robinson says the expository preacher starts with an honest answer to
the question, "Do you, as a preacher, endeavor to bend your thought to the
Scriptures, or do you use the Scriptures to support your thought?" We have
already seen this theme in the writings ofHauerwas and Willimon, and also
Long. Craddock adds his question to Robinson's: "Does the sermon say and
do what the biblical text says and does" {Preaching 28)? All preaching
forms are best served by a philosophy of expository preaching that supports
bibhcal understanding of gospel as the Word of God. Independent variable
number one states, "The sermon represents a biblical understanding of the
gospel." Homiletical style need not be strictly expository but sermons should
be moored in a philosophy of biblical preaching.
This understanding ofpreaching increases our abihty to be heard for
God on behalf of all God's people. In forty years of preaching the gospel, this
conviction steadily increased. In a recent informal and partial survey of the
1,300 sermon manuscripts in my file, evidence emerged ofhomiletical style
changes that reflect an increasing reliance on the philosophy of expository
preaching. All styles, be they narrative, storytelling, inductive, or my own
style have for some time now begun with a biblical understanding of gospel.
For instance, the text ofRuth clinging to Naomi may take the narrative or
inductive or even deductive form, but all sermonic techniques begin with
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understanding that in Ruth clinging to Naomi is a prototype ofGod's
faithfulness toward us.
God's faithftihiess toward us communicates the Word of God as
ultimate tmth. That biblical understanding of gospel in this day of a failed
Westem worldview is heard through various filters and lives are transformed.
Craddock says we will know "power has retumed to the pulpit when and
where preaching effects transformation in the lives ofmen (and women) and
in the stmctures of society" {As One WithoutAuthority 21).
I believe an expository foundation for preaching contributes to
transformation event and process. I further believe people hunger for such
preaching. Demaray tells us that "People want, even demand, biblical
preaching" {Proclaiming the Truth 9). Some do so unconsciously and some
subconsciously but people are not as tumed offby the Bible as many assume.
They are tumed off by the way the Bible has been hermeneutically and
homileticaUy regarded. WhUe Craddock has a point when he says we
preachers can no longer "presuppose the authority of scripture," {As One
Without Authority 12) I perceive amajority of people hear what God says to
them through the gospel when we preach that gospel in forms that
communicate to people as they are. Stott speaks of considering the thinking
of non-rehgious people whUe simultaneously desiring "to bring their thinking
to the ultimate touchstone ofbibhcal authority" {Christianity Today 29).
Tuming now to specific forms ofpreaching that make the sermon
comprehensively relevant, I begin with inductive preaching. A consensus
ofhomUeticians says Craddock best teaches inductive preaching. This
consensus is obvious in the literature and nowhere more so than in the book,
Listening to the Word, edited by O'Day and Long and described as "studies
in honor ofFred B. Craddock." In that book, Lowry testifies to Craddock's
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influence by saying, "Fred Craddock reshaped the sermon" (93). Eslinger
devotes a section of his book on preaching forms to Craddock's inductive
method and first teUs us about Craddock's role as a homiletical pathologist
who diagnoses the iUs ofpreaching. "The nemesis of preaching, according to
Fred Craddock, is a deductive methodology which has held sway for
centuries, having its origins in Aristotle" {A New Hearing 95). Eslinger says
deductive preaching begins with a general tmth and leads to specific
applications for particular situations and Craddock says this method only
offers "the illusion rather than the reahty of listening to the text" (Preaching
100). Ifpeople cannot listen to the text they will not benefit from a bibhcal
understanding of gospel and wiU not experience transformation. In the book
that brought inductive preaching to our attention. As One WithoutAuthority,
Craddock explains the difference between deductive and inductive
movement. "Simply stated, deductive movement is from the general tmth to
the particular application or experience while induction is the reverse" (54).
Craddock believes deductive preaching leaves the hearer out of the
homiletical experience. Eslinger, in his analysis ofCraddock's inductive
influence, describes deductive preaching as a downward movement of tmth
in which there is no "possibility of dialog or democracy" (96). Loscalzo says
while deductive sermons "begin with propositions to be explained and proven
and then applied to life experience," inductive preaching directs people to the
gospel tmth "by showing its relationship to their life experience and by
helping them discover that this relevance is founded in the gospel" (40).
I am not sure I have ever been a deductive preacher but to be one now
in my setting is ill advised. The people who come to Chapel on the Hill want
to be part of the preaching process and, in my sermons, I try to talk more with
them than to them. Because this is the case, over the years I have noticed a
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change in my use of pronouns and found confirmation of tiiis in what Miller
wrote in The Empowered Communicator. "The chief pronouns will usually
shift fiom you to we" (63). It is the "we" that more comprehensively speaks
to those who listen to preaching through presuppositional filters and reaches
them with the life transforming gospel.
People disillusioned by a failed Westem worldview that made
promises unilaterally and dogmatically but did not keep them want to be
included as active participants in the preaching event. Miller says that "only
induction leaves the listener in charge" (64).
Another preaching technique and part of the inductive form that leaves
the listener in charge is the use of questions. Mostly my questions are
rhetorical but occasionally literal. The literal utilization of the interrogatory
usually comes at the end of a sermon when I say, "What is our response to
this?" or a more graphic "What are we going to do about this?" and a few
people offer their opinions. Both the literal and rhetorical use of questions
leaves the listener in charge and honors dialogical democracy. Such
democracy both enhances a bibhcal understanding of gospel and diminishes
the negative influence of various presuppositional contexts people bring to
the sermon. It particularly dilutes misconceptions conceming the nature of
God. Most people are not used to a theology that asks questions and find
this style a liberating one that makes listening easier and God more
approachable.
Miller says the favorite pronoun of yesterday's preaching was you and
the favorite pronoun of today's preaching is we. He says the favorite
punctuation of yesterday's preaching was the exclamation point and the
favorite punctuation of today's preaching is the question mark (101). This
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not only summarizes use of pronouns and punctuation but helps distinguish
between yesterday's deductive preaching and today's inductive preaching.
Deductive preaching does not get the job done in the contextual
pluralism in which preaching finds itself today. People do not want to be
preached at. They want to participate in the sermon and Craddock's
inductive method understands that. Craddock says, "Sermons should proceed
or move in such a way to give the hstener something to think, feel, decide,
and do during the preaching" {Preaching 26). He does not mean preaching
should serve up a diet ofwhatever people want to hear. Inductive preaching
is not user or seeker friendly in that way. What Craddock means is preaching
needs to say what those who hsten to it want themselves to say. Pointing to
what Craddock's emphasis does to a sermon Eslinger writes, "Such a sermon
would have God as the primary audience and evoke fi^om the people a
realization that their words to God have been said from the pulpit" (Eslinger
113).
Long, in The Witness ofPreaching, understands this kind of
participation as not only an ingredient ofhomiletics but also one of
hermeneutics. "The preacher is the one the congregation sends on their
behalf, week after week, to the scripture" (44). Long adds that the preacher
must also listen to the congregation as well as to scripture, listening to both
on behalfof those who hear the sermon. Long says listening to both on
behalf of the congregation is why preachers "rise to the pulpit from the pew"
(12). Rising to the pulpit from the pew testifies to the effectiveness of
inductive preaching in communicating the gospel for transformation no
matter the theological preconception people bring to their hearing of the
sermon or the intensity of their secularization.
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Another form of preaching came to my attention while reading
Learning to Preach Like Jesus by Ralph and Gregg Lewis, and was
amphfied by Demaray in the biblical preaching class. Lamenting that
traditional homiletics ignores the preaching of Jesus, Lewis describes Jesus'
sermons as "inductive, audience-centered preaching" (24) and then talks
about right brain or left brain preaching. While this may be more strategy
than form, it substantially affects forms ofpreaching such as narrative and
storyteUing. Lewis says "storytelling and narrative preaching are closer to
Jesus' practice than most Westem preaching is" (25).
Lewis explains that the left hemisphere of the brain divides subjects
and pictures into component parts and understands by analyzing while the
right hemisphere of the brain accepts and understands more comprehensively
and is in touch with the senses, dealing more with images than with
abstractions (37). Demaray, while noting that brain science is in its
kindergarten phase, listed some right brain and left brain activities. Under
left brain he put logic, analysis, math, science, and speech in the philological
sense and under right brain he placed art, humor, creativity, imE^ination,
music, feeling, and story/narrative. He said, "Preachers need to be dominant
right brain."
Lewis says Jesus was a right brain preacher and that is why we need to
leam to preach like Jesus. An emphasis on more right brain preaching makes
sense because one of the contexts people bring to their hearing of the sermon
is a perception orientation that has since the advent of television moved from
oral to visual. Craddock says television changed "the shape of the human
sensorium from oral to visual" {As One WithoutAuthority 5). Leaming to
preach like Jesus supports the conviction of this study that the preached
gospel transforms lives across a wide spectrum when the preaching applies to
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life. Cooke writes, "Jesus understood the culture that He ministered in. He
framed powerful sermons with stories that were filled with cultural and social
perspectives" {Ministries Today 41). We can do the same.
The next preaching form considered is narrative preaching. Some of
the literature equates this with inductive preaching and some with storytelling
but narrative preaching requires a separate category. Lowry says we cannot
"simply presume that the terms story, inductive, and narrative are
synonymous" (Eslinger 98). Narrative preaching can use the inductive
approach of begiiming with the particular and moving to the general and
often includes the telling of stories but neither induction nor storytelling fuUy
embraces narrative preaching. Lowry, in The Homiletical Plot, enlarges the
parameters when he says "A sermon is a narrative art form" (15). Narrative
is broader then either inductive or storytelling and while right brain focused,
cannot be defined only that way. Narrative, when biblical, springs from the
philosophy of expository preaching but is not the same as expository
preaching. Lowry proposes that narrative preaching means "narratively
shaped sermons" {Listening to the Word 94).
As expository preaching is more philosophy than form and right brain
preaching may be more strategy than form, perhaps narrative preaching is
more style than form, but notmany disagree that narrative preaching has
contributed immensely to the paradigm shift that has occurred in preaching
since Craddock's As One Without Authority appeared in 1971, a shift
Eslinger calls "the Copemican Revolution in homiletics" (65).
Narrative preaching possesses such power because life itself has about
it a narrative nature. Wayne Bradley Robinson says, "narrative preaching
both reflects and impacts on the narrative quality of hfe as we live it"
{Journeys TowardNarrative Preaching 2). Because this is tme, narrative
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preaching enables us to preach effectively for life transformation. Robinson
also says, "narrative preaching has the power to effect the kind of
transformation in people's lives we all hope for when we attempt to
communicate the good news" (2). Those who hear us preach warm to the
narrative approach because they live narratively, find comfortableness in that
particular homiletical form, and are enabled to hear the gospel regardless of
the filters through which they listen because narrative preaching
approximates life and grants preaching a welcome practical dimension.
Another reason narrative preaching has power is because of its
closeness to biblical form. Holbert teUs us "narrative is central to the Bible's
own interests in communicating its message" {Preaching Old Testament 21).
Holbert writes from the perspective of an Old Testament scholar and the
Hebrew scriptures are conspicuously narrative in form. That part of the Bible
once got short shrift in my homiletical canon but since researchuig narrative
form I have preached more from the Old Testament because narrative
communicates. For instance, when I preached from Esther, a pastor who
visits our church in the summer from another state wrote, "You know how to
tell a story," but I feel the Esther narrative tells itself. Another pastor, my
field supervisor for this project, who held a judicatory administrative position
and visited our church for several years, assumed a pastorate and her teenage
son, who had never heard his mother preach, asked if she would preach like
Pastor Phil. She told him she would preach hke herselfbut inquired as to
what he meant. He said, "You know, tell those good stories." Many of those
"good stories" are Old Testament stories. For instance, I have used the story
ofDavid and Gohath many times and every time come at it from a different
place. Filled with life, it appeals to the previously unchurched and instmcts a
non-existent or latent religious memory.
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I also think Old Testament narratives appeal to the "soap opera"
context many bring to the preaching event. I do not know why people watch
soap operas when they can read the Old Testament. Nothing on daytime
television rivals the Joseph story.
Biblical narratives are not restricted to the Old Testament. Think of the
one about Mary and Joseph and Jesus. I have preached forty years and find it
inexhaustible. How about the road to Emmaus passage? Perhaps none in the
New Testament tells itself as it does unless it is the one about the prodigal
son. These stories, throughout the Bible, connect with people where they are.
Eslinger, writing about Henry Mitchell and the narrative in the black
tradition, says, "Faith is evoked at its most profound bibhcal level by
narrative preaching which addresses the whole person within her or his
cultural context" (41). Narrative preaching is a homiletical form that enables
the gospel to transform lives.
The last preaching form discussed here is storyteUing. Storytelling is
a part of the narrative form tradition but story and narrative are not
synonymous. Lowry in How to Preach a Parable distinguishes between the
two by speaking ofnarrative content and narrative form. He uses "the term
narrative when speaking ofnarrative form and story when referring to a
particular narrative" (25). We have aheady seen that Lowry understands
narrative in the broader sense of an art form (Eslinger's A New Hearing). On
the other hand. Long, in Preaching and the Literary Forms of the Bible,
interchanges the words story and narrative. He says stories are so common
in the Bible that some claim it is exclusively a narrative collection (75).
Note the synonymous nature of the two words. In this paper, I side with
Lowry over Long in distinguishing between the two.
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The thesis of this study finds substantial support in the practice of
StoryteUing because teUing stories as homiletical strategy and style contributes
to the abihty of the gospel through preaching to transform the hves ofpeople
who come fi"om various predispositions. Independent variable number one of
this study says, "The sermon is expressed in preaching forms � stories,
iUustrations, homiletical moves, literary genes � relevant to hearing
preconditions." People identify with stories because hfe is fuU of them and
the StoryteUing form is recognizable. Because we recognize the form, a
certain comfortableness exists about it and we are invited into the story told
by the preacher. Boomershine, in Story Journey, says "Story is a primary
language of experience. TeUing and listening to a story has the same stmcture
as our experience" (18). "We live in stories," Boomershine says. We find a
natural and comfortable place in the story form and this approach to
preaching the good news contains power to modify behavior and change
lives.
Admitting there is non-narrative material in the Bible, Long then says
"the claim that the Bible is a 'story book' is not far off the mark" {Preaching
and the Literary Forms of the Bible 66). Stories are the dominant genre of
the Bible. By means of Sunday school and vacation Bible school and
sometimes through the preaching event I grew up on those stories. It is more
natural for me to refer to a Bible story during a conversation than to
something I saw on television or read in a novel.
I lead a youth group in our church and introduced some of these stories
to them. We spent six weeks talking about the three stories in Luke 15 and
the young people found these stories, with some interpretive assistance,
surprisingly relevant to them. They identified with the "lost and found" motif
of those stories. When discussing the value of sheep, coin, and son to
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shepherd, woman, and father, these young people understood their own value
and the source of that value. We invested seven weeks in the story ofDavid
and Goliath and the most productive session came during a discussion of the
sibling conflict ofEliab and David when the kids really got into the story
because it was their story. Around the room, without exception, every youth
had a similar story to teU about conflict with sisters and brothers. They were
both surprised and dehghted to discover this Bible story and it released
transformational power in their lives. Miller writes that the sermonic use of
stories "confronts and changes lives" (Spirit, Word, and Story 152).
In the case ofLuke 15, the youth found in the value theme a source of
theology. Through the stories, they beheved God values them enough to
regard them as the shepherd did the sheep, and so forth. Telling stories, not
only Bible stories but them particularly, both creates and confirms personal
theology. Actually, Long asserts, the story form is so prevalent in the Bible
because it "embodies in a basic and apt way the general theological view of
reality held by biblical writers" (Preaching and the Literary Forms of the
Bible 69). Wilson says we can no longer "speak of doctrine as the meaning
and story as the practice or of doctrine as primary and story as secondary."
He fiirther states that "the story is the story's message. The story makes its
own point. The story is the point" (Imagination ofthe Heart 152). What
serves as homiletical method, the story form, at the same time provides
theological tmth. Long goes so far as to say that is the reason the Bible
contains no word for story; there are words for songs and oracles and hymns
and parables but none for story. Long says that, in the Bible, story is "not a
device; it is an expression of the way things are" (69). The young people to
whom I tell Bible stories are amazed at the life application dimension of
those stories. MiQer says Bible stories excite us because they are "so
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germane to the hfe narratives we ourselves are writing" (144). As with the
youth I teach, adults respond positively to a preaching style of storytelling. If
we look for a homiletical style that is seeker/user friendly, storytelling is
clearly such a form.
Summing Up
In this second chapter of the dissertation I have responded to the
literature I read and found pertinent to the three main background segments
of this study : (1) a biblical understanding of gospel, (2) the preaching
context, and (3) forms of preaching. This hterature with which I have
dialogued confirms that the gospel, through preaching, transforms lives
regardless of secularization and theological misunderstanding of the nature of
God.
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CHAPTERS
Design of the Study
Problem
The issue that gave birth to this study originated in a growing curiosity
about the effectiveness of the gospel as it is preached each Sunday at Chapel
on the Hill non-denominational church in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, a
congregation I founded in 1980. That issue first caught my attention as I
became aware of the secularization ofpeople coming to our worship services.
Some had no previous religious environment except a short stint at a down-
the-street-Sunday school or a couple of summers of vacation Bible school
with friends. Occasionally I found someone in our congregation who had
absolutely no church exposure. A fifty-year-old airline pilot we led to faith in
Jesus Christ had never been inside a church. Another example of religious
background deficiency previously referred to in this study was the young
adult businessman who asked what I was "doing down there at the front with
that bread and cup."
Along with perceiving a lack of religious background I noticed an
accompanying theological misunderstanding of the nature of God. These
factors intrigued me enough to ask two questions. (1) Does the gospel
possess dimensions that effectively communicate to such people, and (2) does
the way the gospel is preached determine if it effectively communicates to
them? The first question resides in hermeneutics and the second is
homiletical. Adding these two questions to the issues of secularization and
theological understanding created the three research dimensions of this
project: (1) the biblical understanding of gospel, (2) the preaching context in
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which sermons are heard, and (3) forms of preaching that effectively
demonstrate the thesis that preaching transforms hves in any context. The
questions about gospel and preaching, when added to curiosity regarding the
congregation's constituency, also estabhshed this project's purpose.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of the project is to evaluate elements of the sermon and
forms of preaching that most closely associate with transforming lives.
Research Questions
Research Question # 1:
What changes occurred ui the lives of those who listen to my
preaching and do the sermons in this project represent that preaching?
Research Question # 2:
To what in my preaching do the listeners attribute these changes?
Research Question # 3:
What is about the way (style and form) I preach that contributes to the
change in lives?
Background Research
Chapters one and two of this study addressed the research background
for this project: the nature of gospel, preaching contexts, and preaching
forms.
(1) The nature of the gospel makes it effective for life transformation.
The God the gospel reveals is broadly appealing and counters misguided
ideas many have about what God is like. The gospel of the good news ofGod
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in Jesus Christ transcends barriers and speaks clearly of God's intentions on
our behalf This is most vividly demonstrated in the doctrines of incamation,
cmcifixion, and resurrection.
(2) The contexts in which preaching takes place embrace many facets
but for this study's purpose, most important are the influence of
secularization and theological understanding ofGod in view of a failed
Westem worldview.
(3) The forms of preaching relevant to the gospel question and
appropriate for the contextual question reflect a revolution in homiletics.
Wilson says, "Homiletics is an exciting field which has developed rapidly in
the last thirty years" (Imagination of the Heart 11). As I researched and
wrote the literature review, his observation seemed an understatement. That
may be in part because I graduated from seminary in 1962 and for thirty-plus
years did little serious reading in the field of homiletics. The literature review
introduced me to a homiletical revolution that reshaped the sermon. This
revolution more attunes homiletics to the nature of the gospel and enables
preaching to succeed contextually.
Plan
The population of this study is the 332 adult members of the Chapel on
the Hill congregation. I used a questionnaire to survey this population as to
rehgious background, its assessment ofmy preaching effectiveness, and
theological understanding of the nature of God. That questionnaire is
included as an appendix to this paper. I circulated the questiormaire in the
worshipping congregation immediately prior to a worship service on a
Sunday moming and asked the congregants to retum the completed form to
me at that time. The nature of the project was explained, as well as my need
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of their participation and gratitude for it. I went over the questionnaire
carefully with the congregation. I had decided against mailing the
questiormaire, concluding a direct approach of soliciting response from the
gathered congregation would produce more comprehensive and quicker
results. The congregation confirmed my opinion with 107 responses out of a
congregation numbering on that Sunday just over 200. This also confirmed
my decision not to offer the questionnaire three consecutive Sundays. I
compiled the questionnaire after the service and that aftemoon computed the
value of the answers on a scale of five to zero, five having the most value and
zero containing no value. There are twenty items on the questionnaire.
I had initially wanted to systematically process the congregational
questionnaire respondents in order to create the smaller group whose
members would evaluate a series of sermons but realized this would not
assure anonymity for those participating in the congregational survey. I
instead processed the Chapel on the Hill membership roll. We have 332
adult members and I selected every twenty-seventh one, arriving at a total of
twelve.
Those twelve people constituted the preaching evaluation group I
hoped would confirm that the gospel, through preaching, transforms the lives
of a variety of people. I selected this size group because using the entire
congregation dilutes the process and a smaller entity allows greater
manageability and provides increased accuracy.
I preached four sermons that embrace elements identified through
personal observation and research as those effective in transforming lives.
Among those elements are an understandably articulated theology of the
nature of God and the life and ministry of Jesus Christ along with other
doctrines that influence the act and process of transformation. Another
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element instrumental in transformation embraces preaching forms such as
narrative, storytelling, and inductive. Also essential in transforming lives of
those who listen to preaching is the creditability and integrity of the preacher,
especially as it apphes to her/his relationship with God. Miller writes, "The
one quality that congregations are most reluctant to forgive in a pastor is a
lack of acquaintance with God" (Spirit, Word, andStory 3). Perhaps not as
congregationally unforgivable but honuletically negligent is preaching that
does not incamationally feature God. Gardner Taylor says, "Preaching that
does not bring in the vertical aspect of the sermon � the impact of God upon
human life � cannot be called a sermon" (GUbreath, Christianity Today 27).
I had difficulty devising a preaching evaluation form that included all
elements and was at the same time brief enough to be user and research
friendly. Beginning with a form that contained over fifty response statements
I culled it to thirty-two. The preaching evaluation form was designed to give
me feed-back onmy thesis and to identify qualities ofmy preaching that
affect growth. It is included as an appendix to this dissertation. The content
of the form derived from personal experience, a career of observation, and
the literature review. It contains an evaluation system based on a scale of
five to zero, five indicating the most agreement and zero representing no
agreement.
All persons in the preaching evaluation group as was the case in the
larger congregational group, were at least eighteen years of age. A group of
five men and seven women resulted from processing the adult membership
roll and the average age was fifty-one. This group responded to four
consecutive sermons I preached in Febmary and March of 1997. These
sermons were the first four of a seven part Lenten series titled "Joumey to
Jemsalem." The titles of the sermons and their pericopes are.
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1. Under the Cross � An Inevitable Journey Luke 9:51-62
2. Under the Cross � An Unquenchable Thirst Luke 11:1-13
3. Under the Cross � An Incalculable Worth Luke 12:4-7
4. Under the Cross � An Undeniable Claim Luke 20:9-16
Full manuscripts of the four sermons are included as appendixes to this
dissertation.
The twelve members of the preaching evaluation group listened to the
four sermons in the context of our worship services and tumed in the
evaluation form either after the service that week or before the service the
following week. I met with the twelve-member group two times, once the
week following the second sermon and once the week following the fourth,
or last, sermon. It seemed ifwe could meet during the process it would
enhance understanding and provide encouragement, and that proved to be the
case. To create comfortableness and informality, we met in the living room
ofmy house. Since our home is open at various times for the entire
congregation this did not create any sense of obligation for the participants to
please me with what they said about the sermons. The conversation was free
and reflected the open relationship I have with the congregation. The
fitnduigs derived from the survey form and subsequent reflection are included
in chapters four and five of this paper.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
The findings of this study derive from the congregational questionnaire
and the preaching evaluation form interrelated with career experience,
personal observation, reflection with the evaluation group, and the literature
review. This section of the dissertation is guided by the research questions,
the independent variables, and the dependent variables.
Research Question # 1:
What changes occur in the lives of those who listen to my preaching
and do the sermons preached in this project represent that preaching?
Research Question # 2:
To what in my preaching do the listeners attribute these changes?
Research Question # 3:
What is it about the way (style and form) I preach that contributes to
the change in lives?
Variables
Independent Variables
1 . The sermon. The sermon provides ingredients necessary to effect
life transformation of those who listen from the context of secularization and
an accompanying theological misunderstanding of the nature ofGod. The
sermon represents a biblical understanding of gospel. The sermon is
expressed in preaching forms � stories, illustrations, homiletical moves,
literary genres � relevant to hearing preconditions. The sermon is
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instrumental in changing lives. Particularly important are the four sermons in
this project and their representation ofmy preaching.
2. The preacher. The preacher is committed to preaching for changed
lives, has a biblical understanding of gospel, and possesses talent and skiUs
necessary to effectively preach for transformation. The preacher is cognizant
of and compassionate toward what people bring to the preaching event.
Dependent Variables
1. Listening attitudes. This variable embraces emotional and other
transactions taking place as people listen to sermons. It asks how secularized
the listeners are and if they listen from a secularized position.
2. Listener response. This variable includes how people respond to
preaching according to commitment level and commitment history, regard
toward the church in general and the particular church in which they hear
preaching, and human needs they bring to preaching.
Intervening Variables
1. Preaching setting. This variable concentrates on where the sermon
is heard. It asks if the physical setting has anything to do with how the
gospel is heard. It wants to know if the order ofworship is a factor. Does
the attitude of the worshipping congregation make a difference?
Congregational Questionnaire
The congregational questionnaire measures (1) religious background, (2)
preaching effectiveness, and (3) theological understanding. It lists questions
additional to those immediately pertinent to these three areas in order to both
provide comparison and create a more subtle interrogation. It contains
twenty questions measured on a scale of five to zero, five having the most
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value and zero representing no value. A copy of the questionnaire is included
as an appendix to this paper.
Religious Background
This dissertation is rooted in my observation conceming the lack of
religious background of the congregational members I pastor and their church
inactivity prior to coming to Chapel on the HiU. This observation discovered
little religious background and I designed the congregational questionnaire to
prove or disprove that conclusion.
Of nearly thirty religious backgrounds from which the congregation
members come it seemed the most prevalent is none. Of course it is difficult
to establish absolutely this finding because various degrees exist even in the
none category and different levels of religious involvement take place at
sundry times in our lives. In fact, results of the congregational questionnaire
did not at first reveal the lack of religious background I suspected.
Answering the first question, "Did you grow up in a religious environment?"
the 107 respondents registered 3.4 out of a possible 5.0. Answering the
second question, "As a chUd were you active in a church?" the response was
3.5 out of a possible 5.0. These responses surprised me as I thought the
numbers would be in the 1.9 to 2.5 range, the impression acquired from
talking with Chapel on the HiU congregants for over sixteen years. On the
other hand, these statistics reflect only early religious enviroimient.
The response to questions three and four, measuring a chronologically
later religious environment, proved closer to my initial assumption. The
response to question three, "As an adult on your own were you active in a
church?" registered 2.8 out of a possible 5.0. The response to question four,
"Immediately prior to coming to Chapel on the HiU were you active in a
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church?" indicated 1.9 out of a possible 5.0. While the respondents had
religious background as children, statistics drop sharply during adulthood.
Since the average age of the 107 respondents is fifly-three, these congregants
spent a lot of time with no religious influence. If the early religious
environment ceased at age eighteen, thirty-five years of religious inactivity
ensued. I suspect, for some, religious environment ceased earlier but have no
statistics to prove that.
The results of the first four survey questions, when accumulated,
confirm speculation that Chapel on the Hill congregants do not possess a
strong religious background. To add evidence, I had the twelve members of
the preaching evaluation group retake the congregational survey. Their
responses to the first four questions averaged 3.1, 3.3, 2.5, and 1.7
respectively, all a little lower than the larger group but basically the same.
Added to this evidence and also proving the influence of secularization
addressed in chapter one of this paper is the response to questions nineteen
and twenty of the congregational questiormaire. Question nineteen asked,
"Prior to coming to Chapel on the HiU did you say grace before meals at your
house?" The 107 replies registered 2.8. Question twenty inquired, "Prior to
coming to Chapel on the HiU did you read the Bible at least once a week?"
and the response was 2.2 on a optimum scale of 5. Reflection with the
preaching evaluation group even more revealed the degree of secularization
among those who came to Chapel on the Hill after an extended lay-off from
church. "My life didn't make much reference to God," said one forty-year-
old-plumber.
The literature review confirms contemporary religious inactivity and is
represented by Sfrobel's reference to "unchurchedHarry" as "a Christianity
Uliterate" (51). Loscalzo says preaching "must begin with the premise that
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some hearers have absolutely no background for the faith and must be
addressed from that presupposition" {Evangelistic Preaching That Connects
20).
On the upside, this precondition creates opportunity for a preacher to
minister from a biblical understanding of gospel, the first of three areas of
this paper's background research. The literature review attests to such an
opportunity, especially in the writings of Strobel, Hunter, Johnson, Hauerwas
and Willimon. When ministering from a bibhcal understanding of gospel and
seizing opportunity provided by religious vacuum, a preacher helps God
transform hves. Independent variable number two of this study says, "The
preacher is committed to preaching for changed lives, has a biblical
understanding of gospel, and possesses the talent and skills necessary to
effectively preach for transformation."
Preaching Effectiveness
Analyzing the congregational questionnaire on behalf of
transformation, the responses to questions thirteen and seventeen enhance the
just stated assumption. The response to question thirteen, "Does the
preaching help you leam more about the Bible than before you came to
Chapel on the Hill?," was 4.6 out of a possible 5.0. The response to question
seventeen, "Have you come closer to God since becoming part of Chapel on
the Hill?," was the same. Putting these two together, when a preacher
communicates biblical understanding of gospel to people who lack religious
background, they come closer to God and life transformation occurs.
Robinson says, "God speaks through the Bible" (18). Demaray concurs,
"The Bible works" {Proclaiming the Truth 1 12).
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Of course the preacher must first assimilate those who lack rehgious
background into the listening congregation. Question six of the
congregational questionnaire addresses that need; "Is the pastor's preaching
what attracted you to be a part of Chapel on the Hill?" The response
registered 4.5. Preaching fi-om a bibhcal understanding of gospel through
relevantly communicative preaching forms encourages die unchurched to
become part of the Body ofChrist and give attention to the gospel message
that transforms lives.
The relevance of preaching is a key issue in ministering to those who
lack religious background. "Preaching should be practical," Larsen says (44).
Reaction to number fifteen of the congregational questionnaire contributes
strong evidence that preaching relates pragmatically to those who experience
a failed Westem worldview. This question, "Does the preaching relate to
your daily life?" gamered a 4.9 out of a possible 5.0, the strongest positive
response on the congregational questiormaire. When the twelve-member
preaching evaluation group retook the questiormaire the responses were
similar. Also, looking ahead to the preaching evaluation survey, the
statement "In this sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach" received
a 4.4 response overall for the four sermons.
Such preaching relevance relates not only to the first section of
background research for this paper, "a biblical understanding of gospel," but
also to the third segment, "forms of preaching that effectively demonstrate
the thesis that preaching transforms life in any context." For instance, as the
literature review disclosed, narrative preaching form has power to influence
life direction because we live narratively and this preaching form is familiar
to even those who lack rehgious background.
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Research question # 3 of this project relates to how form affects
relevance, "What is it about the way (style and form) I preach that contributes
to the change in lives?" I will focus on the effectiveness of style and form
when analyzing the results of the preaching evaluation process but aheady
research question #3 joins previous analysis of the congregational
questionnaire in confirming that "the way the gospel is preached makes a
difference in communicating the gospel to a variety ofpeople." Also, the
response to question eighteen indicates such an understanding. When asked
"Does Pastor Bamhart's preaching help God change your life?' the replies
registered 4.6 out of a potential 5.0. Changing lives is the work of the pulpit,
something Jowett stated in a book written eighty-five years ago and the first
book on preaching I read. "Yes, we are there to bring the wiUs ofmen (and
women) into tune with the wiU ofGod, in order that God's statutes may
become their songs" {The Preacher: His Life and Work 172).
Theological Understanding
Whereas questions one, two, three, four, nineteen, and twenty register
religious background and secularization, and whereas questions eight,
thirteen, fifteen, seventeen, and eighteen indicate preaching effectiveness,
questions five and six convey the congregants' preconceptions ofGod. My
observation of such preconceptions contributed heavily to the inception and
evolution of this paper.
Chapel on the Hill congregants listen to preaching through various
filters and most dominant among them is their theology of God. That
theology traditionally grew up in a misunderstanding of the nature ofGod.
Responses to questions five and six prove such amisunderstanding. "As a
child at home did you think God loved you?" gamered a response of 2.9. "As
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an adult on your own did you think God loved you?" brought a response of
2. 1. Again, the smaUer group of twelve confirmed these statistics and one
man in the group, speaking ofhis church background, said, "Why didn't they
tell me how much God loves me?"
One who wants to effectively preach to the previously unchurched must
offer a theological corrective to perception that misunderstands the nature of
God. Proctor says, "Everyone needs an adequate God concept" {"How Shall
They Hear? " 26). Our objective in preaching creatively (Research Question
# 3) and contextually (dependent variable one) from a biblical understanding
of gospel is to hear people say, "I didn't know God is like that." Research
Question # lasks, "What changes occur in the lives of those who listen to my
preaching and do the sermons preached in this project represent that
preaching?" A change in how God is perceived occurs for many who hear
me preach over a period of time.
When theological perceptions and listening perspectives misunderstand
God, it is both the preacher's obhgation and privilege to align them more
closely to a biblical understanding of gospel by utilizing effective styles and
forms of preaching. Preaching styles and forms are subsequently addressed
in this chapter on findings.
Preaching Evaluation Form
The preaching evaluation form comprises the second survey of this
dissertation and is driven by the research questions, especiaUy # 3: "What is it
about the way (style and form) I preach that contributes to a change in lives?"
This form contains thirty-two statements with an evaluation scale of five to
zero, five indicating the most agreement and zero indicating no agreement. A
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copy of the preaching evaluation questionnaire and results of this survey are
included as appendixes to this paper.
Preaching Setting
Intervening variable one of this paper concems the setting of
preaching: "This variable concentrates on where the sermon is heard. It asks
if the physical setting has anything to do with how the gospel is heard. It
wants to know if the order ofworship is a factor. Does the attitude of the
congregation make a difference?" This variable stands between and mediates
both independent variables and both dependent variables.
Statement thirty of the preaching evaluation form deals with part of
this variable: "The physical setting of Chapel on the Hill sanctuary helped
me get into this sermon." The response to this statement was 4.5. Chapel on
the Hill sanctuary is located four miles outside of town against the backdrop
ofwalnut and white birch trees. Deer sometimes worship with us just
outside windows so architecturally dominant we advertise ourselves as "the
church with more windows than walls." More than a physical description,
the setting in which I preach invites an openness ofmany dimensions.
Intervening variable one also wants to know if the order ofworship is
a factor in preaching for changed lives. The order ofworship at Chapel on
the Hill supports transformation. Songs and hymns of praise elevate attention
to the God of grace. The Lord's supper served each Sunday invites
repentance and assures forgiveness. Participatory praying gives everybody a
chance to speak to God. A children's teaching reminds us how Jesus invites
us to His lap. Specific but varied altar calls, anointing for healing of all
kinds, and other ingredients set a favorable context for preaching the good
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news ofGod in Jesus Christ. I preach with confidence that God is glorified
and God's people dignified by the worship service.
Willimon, in discussing common weaknesses ofworship services,
speaks of a lack of focus and coherence where "the service moves in a dozen
different directions at once" {Preaching and Leading Worship 16). At
Chapel on the Hill each service centers on a theme, all worship elements
support that theme, and everything is subordinate to the objective ofhelping
God transform lives. This is the context in which the sermon is preached.
Intervening variable one asks if the attitude of the congregation makes
a difference in the way preaching is heard. Whereas a football team has
eleven players but people talk about "the twelfth man," meaning the fans.
Chapel on the Hill's worshipping congregation encourages effective
preaching. Preaching to the previously unchurched is easier when they are
welcomed warmly and made to feel at home. Also, a genuineness exists in
our people that dilutes skepticism accmed from past church experience.
Preaching Style
This survey's results surprised me at the point ofhow my preaching
style is perceived by Chapel on the HiU congregation. For instance, I thought
my inabUity to stay behind the pulpit whUe preaching is offensive but in
response to statement one, "I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed behind the
pulpit when he preached this sermon," the average response for the four
sermons was 0.4. In reflecting in two sessions with the twelve member
preaching evaluation group, I discovered most think this part ofmy preaching
style is positive. "It seems more intimate," was a common comment. Other
surprises came in response to statements fifteen and sixteen. "Pastor
Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon" gamered 1.1 on a
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scale of five to zero and I thought it would be much higher. "Pastor Bamhart
spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon" registered 1.2 while it
seems to me I sometimes shout when preaching. The response to statement
four corroborates the response to statements fifteen and sixteen. "Pastor
Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon" indicated a 4.5
response. Also, reaction to statement five substantiates this evaluation. "I
wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he preached
this sermon" elicited a response of 1 .2. In group reflection, the consensus
was that my voice style supports sermon content and preachuig purpose as
well as the preacher's convictions, and therefore is not inappropriate. No
appreciable difference emerged in the response to these five statements as
they apply to each of the four sermons.
While statements one, four, five, fifteen, and sixteen surprised me with
their results, statement two brought an expected result. "I am glad Pastor
Bamhart did not use a manuscript or notes when he preached this sermon"
elicited a 4.2 response and verified the effectiveness of such a preaching
style. In fact, according to the first reflection session with the evaluation
group, this would have been higher had not there been concem for the time
invested in preaching preparation. One person, a college professor, said,
"WTiile I appreciate your not using a manuscript I do not expect you to spend
that much time preparing." Also, during this reflection session, a connection
emerged betweenmy leaving the pulpit to preach and the noteless nature of
my preaching. One person indicated if I used notes, especially amanuscript,
I would have to stay at the pulpit. Also, a majority of the twelve-member
group connected both where I preach and my preaching without notes to
intimacy of style. This relates to statement twenty-five of the evaluation form,
"It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached directly to me in this sermon" and to
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statement twenty-four, "I got involved in this sermon." The response to both
was 4.4.
Right Brain/Left Brain
Statements nine and ten were attempts to get at the right brain/left
brain issue. I knew they were inadequate but could not come up with a better
formulation and, as a result, the thinking versus feeling approach proved
inconclusive. Response to statement nine, "This sermon made me feelmore
than think" was 2.8 and response to the corresponding statement, "This
sermon made me think more that feel," was 3.0. In group reflection, after
attempting to explain what is meant by right brain and left brain, the
conclusion was I am primarily a right brain preacher but the survey form did
not verify that.
Theological Understanding
Statements six and thirty-one attempted to prove that a more positive
pulpit representation of God corrects theological misunderstanding
conceming the nature ofGod, a basic premise of this paper. "This sermon
brought me closer to God" brought a 4.3 response and "This sermon made me
feel God loves me" brought a 4.4 response. Both statements found a more
positive reaction to sermon three which focused on the worth of the
individual. Applied to sermon three, statement six, "This sermon brought me
closer to God," elicited a 4.8 response and statement thirty-one, "This sermon
made me feel God loves me," registered a 5.0 response, the highest number
on either of the two surveys. Before reflecting with the evaluation group on
this development I read again sermon three and watched the video tape to
understand why it so affected perception of God's love for these twelve
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people. It seemed my transitional question, or what Buttrick and Mitchell
call a homiletical move, "How much are you worth to Jesus?" helped listeners
think about their value to God. Several people in the reflection group agreed
that the declaration, "Jesus died for us because we are worth dying for," was
particularly affirming. This confirms what was said in chapter one's
theological reflection section: "The cmcifixion proves what God thinks of us
and how much God invests to indicate that." This theological understanding
"counters the falsehood the Church has sometimes perpetrated about our
value and worth, a theologically clouded filter through which some people
hear the gospel."
Sermon three of this project proved theologically corrective, a task of
preaching I referred to earlier. Preaching from this side ofGod's nature, we
emphasize what Barth calls "the goodness of God." Barth says, "Because it
is God's goodness, it's light shines into human life" {Homiletics 52). God's
goodness shining into human life is what resulted from sermon three of this
project and explains the response to statement thirty-one of the questionnaire,
"This sermon made me feel God loves me." The 5.0 response to this
statement contrasts with responses to statements five and six on the
congregational questionnaire and points to a change in theological
understanding, a long stride toward transformation ofhfe. On the
congregational questionnaire, "As a child at home did you think God loved
you?" brought a 2.9 response and "As an adult on your own did you think
God loved you?" elicited a response of 2. 1 . Preaching from a biblical
understanding of gospel in homiletical styles and forms sensitive to listening
contexts changes theological perspective and helps God transform lives.
Other statements on the preaching evaluation form related to this issue are
numbers eleven and twelve, the mercy versus judgment measurements.
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Respondents said when I preached these four sermons they thought more of
mercy (3.6) than judgment (2.4). Considerable variance existed among the
four sermons. Two sermons, the second and third ones, registered strong on
the mercy side. The second sermon (4.2) focused on prayer as a quenching
source for life's thirst and the third sermon (4.8) underscored our worth to
God. The fourth sermon, concemed with God's claim on our behavior,
registered more on the judgment side (4.3).
Narrative Form
Attempting to ascertain the narrative dimension ofmy preaching, I
created statement twenty-three of the preaching evaluation form. "This
sermon seemed to me like a story" gamered 2.8 and I thought it would be
higher, hi my defense, I was in a sermon series whose pericopes may have
not lent themselves as much to narrative style as some other sermons I have
preached. On the other hand, statement thirty-two, "This sermon represents
other preaching I have heard from Pastor Bamhart," registered 4.6 overall.
When creating the preaching evaluation form, I thought statement
eight, "Pastor Bamhart told too many stories in this sermon," related to the
narrative question but forgot how the literature review distinguished between
the terms story, inductive, and narrative. Especially clarifying is Lowry's
comment, "A sermon is a narrative form." He thinks narrative preaching
means "narratively shaped sermons." Whether I tell too many stories in a
sermon does not apply to this issue. Based on statement twenty-three of the
preaching evaluation form plus personal observation and reflection with the
evaluation group it can be said I am not a narrative preacher. Nevertheless,
preaching narratively is a personal homiletical goal inspired by the literature
review of this dissertation.
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Today's Preaching
The Hterature review chapter of this paper introduced Miller's
distinctions between yesterday's preaching and today's preaching and the
preaching evaluation results confirm his observations. He says the favorite
pronoun of yesterday's preaching was you and the favorite pronoun of today's
preaching is we. In response to statement twenty-six of the questiormaire, "It
seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon," the twelve
people systematically selected from the church roU registered a 4. 1. Related
to this observation is one represented by statement three of the evaluation
form, "Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me in this sermon (3.8). Sermons
two (4.0), three (4. 1), and four (4. 1) registered substantially higher than
sermon one (2.8). Sermon one introduced the seven-part Lenten sermon
series and was somewhat instmctional in nature while the others more
embraced my usual style. Statement fourteen, "Pastor Bamhart was warm
when he preached this sermon," also evidences perception of a personalized
style ofpreaching (4.6).
Miller says the favorite punctuation of yesterday's preaching was the
exclamation point and the favorite punctuation of today's preaching is the
question mark. On the questiormaire was the statement, "This sermon
allowed me to draw my own conclusions" and the response was 3.9. Two of
the four sermons in this project, sermons three and four, concluded with
questions to be answered by the congregants but listening to the reflection
group indicates my preaching is not as open ended as I supposed.
Biblical Preaching
Question thirteen of the congregational questionnaire to which 107
people responded asked, "Does the preaching help you leam more about the
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Bible than you knew before you came to Chapel on the Hill?" The response
was 4.6. Two statements on the preaching evaluation form used by twelve
people systematically selected from the church roll focused on utilization of
the Bible in preaching. Statement seven said, "This sermon was based on the
Bible," and brought a response of 4.6 with no appreciable difference among
the four sermons. Statement thirteen said, "This sermon indicated Pastor
Bamhart knows the Bible," and response registered 4.8, again with no
appreciable difference. I am committed to preaching bibhcally and these two
surveys give encouragement.
Biblical preaching, through creative preaching styles and forms, helps
God transform lives. Research question # 2 asks, "To what in my preaching
do the listeners attribute these changes?" When I shared this question with
the preaching evaluation group the majority of responses referred to my
utilization of the Bible in preaching. Eight of twelve people referred to the
Bible's part in transformation before mentioning anything else. When the
group named other dimensions, such as style, all served biblical preaching.
In the literature review chapter of this paper I investigated the seeker-friendly
school of church growth and its subordination of biblical understanding of
gospel to preaching style and listener need. Both surveys of this dissertation
and reflection with the evaluation group indicate the opposite in Chapel on
the HiU congregation. Independent variable one of this study says "The
sermon represents a biblical understanding of gospel" and those surveyed in
this study verify that. A sermon not grounded in the Bible would be to them
no sermon at aU. Bear in mind these are people who, as the congregational
questionnaire attests, had littie religious backgroimd prior to coming to
Chapel on the HiU and were not biblically attuned. Despite virtuaUy no
biblical preparation they perceive the Bible to be essential to life
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transformation. Kinlaw understands this when he writes, "bibhcal principles
explain why life goes wrong . . . life ceases to make sense when we tum
away from God and the Scriptures" (Preaching In The Spirit 66). Our people
find in the Bible preached creatively and with integrity resources to alter
hves. Because all four sermons of this project had strong scriptural
foundation, the 4. 1 response to "This sermon will help God change my life,"
implies a biblical understanding of gospel.
Changed Lives
Research Question # 1 asks, "What changes occur in the lives of those
who listen to my preaching and do the sermons preached in this project
represent that preaching?" Both the congregational questionnaire (number
eighteen) and the preaching evaluation form (number seventeen) regard the
issue of transformation. "Does Pastor Bamhart's preaching help God change
your life?" had a 4.6 response (congregational questionnaire). "This sermon
wiU help God change my life" received a score of 4. 1 (preaching evaluation
form). Again, a higher response to sermon three was registered (4.8). Also
related to the transformation issue is statement twenty-one of the preaching
evaluation form, "After Pastor Bamhart finished this sermon I felt I could
talk to him about my life (3.6). A difference existed among the sermons in
response to this statement. The first sermon, more explanatory and
preparatory in nature, had a 2. 1 response while sermon three, the one on
worth, received 4.8. The second sermon, on prayer hfe, received 3.5 and the
fourth sermon, on behavior, had a 3.7 response. Feeling you can talk to the
pastor about your life subsequent to a sermon contributes to the process of
transformation.
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Continuing to respond to Research Question # 1, sermon three,
strongly affirmational, influenced transformation more than the others. That
sermon also brought strong response (4.9) to statement thirty-two; "This
sermon represents other preaching I have heard from Pastor Bamhart."
Sermon one, more didactic, exerted the least transformational influence.
Sermon two, on prayer's ability to quench hfe thirst, and sermon four, on
behavioral expectations, possessed equal influence.
All four sermons represent a kind ofpreaching that helps change
theological perceptions of God. Again, sermon three represents the kind of
preaching that is more influential, as indicated in response to statement six of
the preaching evaluation form (4.8). "This sermon brought me closer to God"
at least implies a change in theological understanding. The reflection group
indicated my preaching places God in a more positive light than most of their
religious background accomphshed. It so happened the person referred to in
chapter one of this paper who said, "I like your God better than mine," was in
the reflection group and, when discussing changes influenced by my
preaching, shared this comment with the others.
This project's sermons also impacted perception about church,
according to both sessions of the reflection group. Dependent variable two
mentions the attitude of hsteners "toward the church in general and the
particular church in which they hear the preaching." This variable depends
on preaching that corresponds gospel more closely to church than was the
case in the religious background ofmost congregants. When people, through
preaching, experience church in a similar way to how they experience God, a
theological corrective occurs. When the church comes across affirmationally
in preaching, a change in theological perspective takes place. Consequently,
people feel at home in church and that creates environment for
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transformation. One person in the reflection group said, "It is easier for God
to speak to me here."
Perhaps the greatest transformation effected by the kind of preaching
done in this project and researched in this dissertation concems personal
affirmation. The preaching evaluation form measured this in statement
twenty-eight, "This sermon affirmed me as a person ofworth (3.8 overall and
5.0 for sermon three)." I periodically preach affirmation-type sermons, as in
the case of sermon three of this project, and positive response generally
results. Changed lives often begin when people get in touch with how God
values them. "Ifwe can think as much of ourselves as God thinks of us," is a
theme I frequently tout. In the literature review chapter of this paper,
Buttrick criticizes Fosdick's "triumph of the therapeutic" and its embodiments
in Peale and Schuller but that does not rule out affirmational preaching
grounded in a biblical theology of creation and the doctrine ofparticularity,
both explained in the theological reflection segment of this paper's chapter
one. Proctor writes about the importance ofpreaching affirmationally,
"When the preacher begins to preach, the hearers begin to listen for some
word that assures them that they are not alone in the world" (22).
Another change brought about by this project's preaching mentioned in
the reflection group is the acquisition of courage for life. Several comments
are represented in what a school teacher said at the second session of the
reflection group, "I am not as afraid as I used to be."
Summing Up
The congregational questionnaire, preaching evaluation form, and
subsequent group reflection indicate that preaching from a biblical
understanding of gospel in styles and forms pertinent to those with no or litfle
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rehgious memory, influenced by secularization, and misunderstanding the
nature ofGod, results in transformed lives.
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CHAPTERS
Summary and Conclusions
Rehgious Background and Secularization
Congregants at Chapel on the Hill, a non-denominational church I
founded in 1980, had little prior rehgious background. Although they
experienced some childhood religious exposure, not much religious
background existed for them before coming to Chapel on the Hill.
Secularization abounded as their daily lives made little or no reference to God
but a failed Westem worldview created a vacuum for gospel preaching, as
understood in this dissertation.
Theological Understanduig
Prior to coming to Chapel on the Hill, congregants regarded God
negatively. God was not perceived as fdend ofmost of our congregants.
Understanding ofwhat Church is focused on a predominantly human
organization not generally perceived as open and affirming.
Preaching was traditionally resisted, as in "Don't preach to me."
Authority ofScripture
Although almost all Chapel on the Hill congregants had meager Bible
background, they receive the Bible as the authoritative Word of God when it
is interpreted and applied with practicality, interest, and integrity.
Relevance of the Bible
Chapel on the Hill congregants discover with excitement and surprise
the relevance of the Bible. The narrative nature of the Bible greatly appeals
to them as they find their stories in the Bible.
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Preaching Style
A preaching style that corrects theological misunderstanding and
conveys the authority/relevance of the Bible is one that contains elements of
warmth, affirmation, openness, and serves the goal of life transformation.
Preaching Forms
Preaching forms that convey God's love and contain hfe apphcation
are instruments of transformation.
The unfolding of this dissertation process creates desire in me to
expandmy understanding and practice ofpreaching forms.
Seeker Friendly
The survey results of this dissertation do not generally confirm insights
of the seeker- friendly school of church renewal as it relates to biblical
preaching. The Bible is more highly regarded among Chapel congregants as
authority for life and as agent of transformation than I discovered in
researching the seeker-fiiendly school. In fact. Chapel congregants perceive
the Bible as inherently seeker fiiendly.
Opportunity for the Gospel
The vacuum created by a failed Westem worldview creates opportunity
for the gospel to be heard when effectively preached.
Preaching Effectiveness
"Is there something about my preaching that helps God transform
lives?" stands center stage in this dissertation. Survey results, both the
congregational questiormaire and preaching evaluation form, along with
group reflection and personal observation tend to answer this question
affirmatively. Chapel on the Hill congregants perceive my preaching aids
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transformation because it is bibhcally grounded, aware of personal context,
and communicates through pragmatic forms and styles.
I receive this information as confirmation ofwhat exists inmy
preaching and encouragement for improving all aspects of the preaching
process and event, both hermeneutically and homileticaUy.
Interpretation and Reflection
Interpretation of the dissertation's two surveys and the preachuig
evaluation reflection group transpired in chapter four of this paper. That
interpretation indicates the gospel, when effectively preached, can transform
the lives of those with meager religious background, little or no rehgious
memory, and theological misconceptions conceming the nature of God.
Reflecting theologicaUy, a significant change in the lives of Chapel
congregants takes place precisely at the point of theology. Sermon four of
this project says, "AU our problems are theological," and invites theological
answers. Getting the Chapel on the HiU congregation to think theologicaUy is
a honuletical goal toward which I consistently strive.
Imphcations
The implications of this study's findings for the existing body of
knowledge center on how I connect biblical understanding of gospel to
preaching context and preaching forms. Paramount in that connection is the
emphasis on authority, vitality, and relevance of scripture. This study
contributes to the existing body of knowledge by the way it honors the Word
ofGod in the hands ofpreaching and attributes transformation ofhfe to
biblical proclamation.
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Relation to Previous Studies
This study relates to other studies at particular points, but in none I
researched does it relate to all three points ofbiblical understanding, listening
context, and preaching forms. Nothing I read harmonizes the three on behalf
of transformation of life in the context of secularization and
misunderstanding of the nature of God.
This study offers an altemative to seeker-friendly works in which
preaching the gospel as ultimate tmth is subordinated to other issues.
The work done ui this dissertation makes available in one place an
extensive bibliography of resources.
Limitations
This study's limitations concentrate themselves in two areas:
(1) Documentation of life changes. While I documented changes in
theological perceptions and personal affirmation, other changes occurred that
I did not measure.
(2) Surveys. The congregational questionnaire could have included
more investigation of rehgious background and theological understanding,
but adding questions made the instrument awkward to use. The preaching
evaluation questionnaire could have better measured the right brain/left brain
dimension but I failed to create appropriate methodology for this
measurement. Also, my attempt to measure the narrative nature ofmy
preaching was not as successfiil as I desired.
Unexpected Findings and Conclusions
(1) Chapel on the Hill congregants have more childhood rehgious
background than I assumed.
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(2) I expected to find more criticism ofmy preaching style.
Processing the church roll as I did avoided selecting "preacher's pets" and
provided analytical objectivity but still my preaching style is more accepted
than I supposed.
(3) I am not nearly as inductive or as narrative a preacher as 1 thought.
Practical Applications
(1) This study encourages preachers who think biblical preaching
produces transformation of hfe regardless of religious background or
theological understanding.
(2) This study invites non-biblical preachers to consider strengths of
biblical preaching.
(3) Presenting a critique of the seeker fiiendly school of church
renewal regarding preaching may lessen what I perceive to be "megachurch
intimidation."
(4) The works cited in this dissertation provide an important
bibhography.
(5) This study increases a passion for preaching in me and I hope it
will in others.
Further Studies
This project suggests fiirther studies in the following areas:
(1) sociological, psychological, and cultural background influences on
those who hsten to sermons.
(2) further documentation ofCraddock's paradigmatic influence on
preaching.
(3) more investigation conceming what the seeker-fiiendly school of
church renewal says about preaching.
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(4) the effect different religious backgrounds, such as various
denominations and theological movements, have on how people listen to
sermons.
(5) a clarification of the distinction between storytelling, inductive
approach, and narrative form.
(6) more study of Jesus' preaching styles and sermonic forms.
(7) investigation conceming if and how the gospel iimately counters
secularization.
Final Word
This study evolved from observation of the congregation I founded and
have pastored for nearly seventeen years. The ensuing literature review
captivated me and its influence wiU not end. The project phase of the
dissertation involving the Chapel on the Hill congregation both affirmed and
challenged me.
Resulting from this dissertation process is the increased conviction that
preaching from a bibhcal understanding of gospel helps God transform lives
regardless of what people bring to the preaching experience.
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CONGREGATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Age Sex
Note: Please answer the questions on a scale of 5 to 0, five having the most
value and zero having no value. Circle the appropriate number.
1. Did you grow up in a religious environment? 5 4 3 2 1 0
2. As a child at home were you active in church? 5 4 3 2 1 0
3. As an adult on your own were you active in church? 5 4 3 2 1 0
4. Immediately prior to coming to Chapel on the Hill were you active in a
church? 5 4 3 2 1 0
5. As a child at home did you think God loved you? 5 4 3 2 1 0
6. As an adult on your own did you think God loved you?
5 4 3 2 1 0
7. Is the warmth of the congregation what attracted you to be part of Chapel
on the HiU? 5 4 3 2 1 0
8. Is the pastor's preaching what attracted you to be part of Chapel on the
HiU? 5 4 3 2 1 0
9. Is the smaU groups program what attracted you to be part of Chapel on
the HiU? 5 4 3 2 1 0
10. Is the weekly serving of the sacrament of the Lord's supper what
attracted you to be part ofChapel on the HUl? 5 4 3 2 1 0
11. Is the choirmusic what attracted you to be part ofChapel on the HiU?
5 4 3 2 1 0
12. Is the congregational singing what attracted you to be part ofChapel on
theHUl? 5 4 3 2 1 0
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13. Does the preaching help you leam more about the Bible than you knew
before you came to Chapel on the Hill? 5 4 3 2 1 0
14. Is the personality of the pastor what attracted you to be part of Chapel on
the HiU? 5 4 3 2 1 0
15. Does the preaching relate to your daUy life? 5 4 3 2 1 0
16. Is the non-denominational nature of the church what attracted you to be
part ofChapel on the HiU? 5 4 3 2 1 0
17. Have you come closer to God since becoming part of Chapel on the HUl?
5 4 3 2 1 0
18. Does Pastor Bamhart's preaching help God change your life?
5 4 3 2 1 0
19. Prior to coming to Chapel on the HiU did you say grace before meals at
your house? 5 4 3 2 1 0
20. Prior to coming to coming to Chapel on the HiU did you read the Bible at
least once a week? 5 4 3 2 1 0
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CONGREGATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Note: The numbers represent statistical averages of one hundred
seven respondents based on a value system of five to zero, five
having the most value and zero having no value.
1. Did you grow up in a religious environment? 3.4
2. As a child at home where you active in a church? 3.5
3. As an adult on your own were you active in a church? 2.8
4. Immediately prior to coming to Chapel on the HiU were you active in a
church? 1.9
5. As a chUd at home did you think God loved you? 2.9
6. As an adult on your own did you think God loved you? 2. 1
7. Is the warmth of the congregation what attracted you to be part of Chapel
on the Hill? 4.2
8. Is the pastor's preaching what attracted you to be part ofChapel on the
HUl? 4.5
9. Is the smaU groups program what attracted you to be part of Chapel on the
HiU? 1.5
10. Is the weekly serving of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper what
attracted you to be part ofChapel on the HiU? 3 . 6
1 1. Is the choir music what athacted you to be part of Chapel on the
HiU? 3.9
12. Is the congregational singing what attracted you to be part ofChapel on
the Hill? 3.9
13. Does the preaching help you leam more about the Bible than you knew
before you came to Chapel on the HUl? 4.6
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14. Is the personality of the pastor what attracted you to be part of Chapel on
the Hill? 4.6
15. Does the preaching relate to your daily hfe? 4.9
16. Is the non-denominational nature of the church what attracted you to be
part ofChapel on the Hill? 4.1
17. Have you come closer to God since becoming part of Chapel on the
Hill? 4.6
18. Does Pastor Bamhart's preaching help God change your life? 4.6
19. Prior to coming to Chapel on the Hill did you say grace before meals at
your house? 2.8
20. Prior to coming to Chapel on the HiU did you read the Bible at least once
a week? 2.2
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PREACHING EVALUATION FORM
Topic of Sermon
Scripture Lesson for Sermon
Date of Sermon
Note: Please rate your response to these statements on a scale of five to zero,
five representing the greatest agreement and zero representing no agreement.
Circle the appropriate number.
1 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed behind the pulpit when he preached this
sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
2. I am glad Pastor Bamhart did not use amanuscript or notes when he
preached this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
3. Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me in this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
4. Pastor Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
5 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he
preached this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
6. This sermon brought me closer to God. 5 4 3 2 1 0
7. This sermon was based on the Bible. 5 4 3 2 1 0
8. Pastor Bamhart told too many stories in this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
9. This sermon made me feel more than think. 5 4 3 2 1 0
10. This sermon made me think more than feel. 5 4 3 2 1 0
1 1 . When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofmercy
than judgment. 5 4 3 2 1 0
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12. When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofjudgment
than mercy. 5 4 3 2 1 0
13. This sermon indicates Pastor Bamhart knows the Bible.
5 4 3 2 1 0
14. Pastor Bamhart was warm when he preached this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
15. Pastor Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
16. Pastor Bamhart spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
17. This sermon wiU help God change my life. 5 4 3 2 1 0
18. This sermon allowed me to draw my own conclusions.
5 4 3 2 1 0
19. 1 understood the introduction of this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
20. The conclusion of this sermon was a let down. 5 4 3 2 1 0
21. After Pastor Bamhart finished this sermon 1 felt I could talk to him about
my life. 5 4 3 2 1 0
22. In this sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach.
5 4 3 2 1 0
23. This sermon seemed to me like a story. 5 4 3 2 1 0
24. 1 got personally involved in this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
25. It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached directly to me in this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
26. It seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
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27. 1 understood the words Pastor Bamhart used in this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
28. 1 felt this sermon affirmed me as a person. 5 4 3 2 1 0
29. Pastor Bamhart's sense ofhumor helped me get into this sermon.
5 4 3 2 1 0
30. The physical setting of Chapel on the Hill sanctuary helped me get into
this sermon. 5 4 3 2 1 0
31. This sermon made me feel God loves me. 5 4 3 2 1 0
32. This sermon represents other preaching I have heard from Pastor
Bamhart.
5432 10
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EVALUATION OF SERMON NUMBER ONE
Under the Cross � An Inevitable Journey
Luke 9:51-62
Note: The numbers represent statistical averages of twelve
respondents and are based on a five to zero scale, five representing
most agreement and zero representing no agreement.
1 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed in the pulpit when he preached this
sermon. 0.5
2. I am glad Pastor Bamhart did not use amanuscript or notes when he
preached this sermon. 4.4
3. Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me in this sermon. 2.8
4. Pastor Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon. 4.5
5. I wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he
preached this sermon. 1 . 0
6. This sermon brought me closer to God. 3.4
7. This sermon was based on the Bible. 4.8
8. Pastor Bamhart told too many stories in this sermon. 0.4
9. This sermon made me feel more than think. 2.4
10. This sermon made me think more than feel. 3.2
1 1 . When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofmercy
than judgment. 3.0
12. When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more of judgment
than mercy. 2.6
13. This sermon indicated Pastor Bamhart knows the Bible. 4.9
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14. Pastor Bamhart was warm when he preached this sermon. 4.3
15. Pastor Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon. 0.8
16. Pastor Bamhart spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon. 1.3
17. This sermon wiU help God change my life. 3.2
1 8. This sermon aUowed me to draw my own conclusions. 4.0
19. 1 understood the introduction of this sermon. 4.7
20. The conclusion of this sermon was a let down. 0.4
21. After Pastor Bamhart finished this sermon I felt I could talk to him about
my hfe. 2.4
22. In the sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach. 3.9
23. This sermon seemed to me hke a story. 2.2
24. 1 got involved in this sermon. 3.9
25. It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached directly to me in this sermon. 3.7
26. It seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon. 3.6
27. 1 understood the words Pastor Bamhart used in this sermon. 4.8
28. 1 felt this sermon affirmed me as a person ofworth. 3. 1
29. Pastor Bamhart's sense ofhumor helped me get into this sermon. 4.3
30. The physical setting ofChapel on the HiU sanctuary helped me get into
this sermon. 4.2
31. This sermon made me feel God loves me. 4.0
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32. This sermon represents other preaching I have heard from Pastor
Bamhart. 4.0
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EVALUATION OF SERMON NUMBER TWO
Under the Cross � An Unquenchable Thirst
Luke 11:1-13
Note: The numbers represent statistical averages of twelve
respondents and are based on a five to zero scale, five representing
most agreement and zero representing no agreement.
1 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed behind the pulpit when he preached this
sermon. 0.3
2. I am glad Pastor Bamhart did not use amanuscript or notes when he
preached this sermon. 3.8
3. Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me ui this sermon. 4.0
4. Pastor Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon. 4.6
5. I wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he
preached this sermon. 1 . 8
6. This sermon brought me closer to God. 4.5
7. This sermon was based on the Bible. 4.6
8. Pastor Bamhart told too many stories ui this sermon. 1.3
9. This sermon made me feel more than think. 2.4
10. This sermon made me thuik more that feel. 2.2
1 1 . When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofmercy
than judgment. 4.2
12. When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more of judgment
than mercy. 1.3
13. This sermon indicates Pastor Bamhart knows the Bible. 4.9
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14. Pastor Bamhart was warm when he preached this sermon. 4.7
1 5 . Pastor Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon. 1 .2
1 6. Pastor Bamhart spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon. 1 .4
17. This sermon wUl help God change my life. 4.3
18. This sermon allowed me to draw my own conclusions. 4.0
19. 1 understood the introduction of this sermon. 4.4
20. The conclusion of this sermon was a let down. 0.5
21. After Pastor Bamhart finished this sermon I felt I could talk to him about
my life. 3.5
22. In this sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach. 4.5
23. This sermon seemed to me like a story. 3.5
24. 1 got involved in this sermon. 4.2
25. It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon directly to me. 4.4
26. It seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon. 4. 1
27. 1 understood the words Pastor Bamhart used in this sermon. 4.8
28. 1 felt this sermon affirmed me as a person ofworth. 4.2
29. Pastor Bamhart's sense ofhumor helped me get into this sermon. 4. 1
30. The physical setting ofChapel on the Hill sanctuary helped me get into
this sermon. 4.4
3 1 . This sermon made me feel God loves me. 4.3
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32. This sermon represents other preaching I have heard from Pastor
Bamhart. 4.5
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EVALUATION OF SERMON NUMBER THREE
Under the Cross � An Incalculable Worth
Luke 12:4-7
Note: These numbers represent statistical averages of twelve
respondents and are based on a scale of five to zero, five representing
most agreement and zero representing no agreement.
1 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed behind the pulpit when he preached this
sermon. 0.8
2. I am glad Pastor Bamhart did not use a manuscript or notes when he
preached this sermon. 4.0
3. Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me in this sermon. 4. 1
4. Pastor Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon. 4.5
5. I wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he
preached this sermon. 1 .0
6. This sermon brought me closer to God. 4.8
7. This sermon was based on the Bible. 4.3
8. Pastor Bamhart told too many stories in this sermon. 0.7
9. This sermon made me feel more than think. 3.3
10. This sermon made me think more than feel. 3.0
1 1 . When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofmercy
than judgment. 4.8
12. When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more of judgment
than mercy. 1.4
13. This sermon indicated Pastor Bamhart knows the Bible. 4.5
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14. Pastor Bamhart was warm when he preached this sermon. 4.9
15. Pastor Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon. 0.6
16. Pastor Bamhart spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon. 0.9
17. This sermon wiU help God change my life. 4.8
18. This sermon allowed me to draw my own conclusions. 3.6
19. 1 understood the introduction of this sermon. 4.3
20. The conclusion of this sermon was a let down. 1.2
21 . After Pastor Bamhart finished this sermon I felt I could talk to him about
my life. 4.8
22. In this sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach. 4.7
23. This sermon seemed to me like a story. 1.9
24. 1 got involved in this sermon. 4.7
25. It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached directly to me in this sermon. 4.8
26. It seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon. 4.6
27. 1 understood the words Pastor Bamhart used in this sermon. 4.7
28. 1 feh this sermon affirmed me as a person ofworth. 5.0
29. Pastor Bamhart's sense of humor helped me get into this sermon. 4.3
30. The physical setting ofChapel on the HiU sanctuary helped me get into
this sermon. 4.9
3 1 . This sermon made me feel God loves me. 4.9
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32. This sermon represent other preaching I have heard from Pastor
Bamhart. 4.9
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EVALUATION OF SERMON NUMBER FOUR
Under the Cross � An Undeniable Claim
Luke 20: 9-19
Note: These numbers represent statistical averages of twelve
respondents based on a scale of five to zero, five representing most
agreement and zero representing no agreement.
1 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed behind the pulpit when he preached this
sermon. 0.1
2. I am glad Pastor Bamhart did not use a manuscript or notes when he
preached this sermon. 4.6
3. Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me in this sermon. 4.1
4. Pastor Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon. 4.2
5. I wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he
preached this sermon. 1 . 0
6. This sermon brought be closer to God. 4.3
7. This sermon was based on the Bible. 4.8
8. Pastor Bamhart told too many stories in this sermon. 1.4
9. This sermon made me feel more than think. 3.0
10. This sermon made me think more than feel. 3.4
1 1 . When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofmercy
than judgment. 2.2
12. When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more of judgment
than ofmercy. 4.3.
13. This sermon indicated Pastor Bamhart knows the Bible. 4.9
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14. Pastor Bamhart was warm when he preached this sermon. 4.5
15. Pastor Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon. 1.7
16. Pastor Bamhart spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon. 1.0
17. This sermon wiU help God change my hfe. 4.0
18. This sermon aUowed me to draw my own conclusions. 4.0
19. 1 understood the introduction of this sermon. 4.3
20. The conclusion of this sermon was a let down. 0.6
21 . After Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I felt I could talk to him
about my life. 3.7
22. In this sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach. 4.6
23. This sermon seemed to me like a story. 3.4
24. 1 got involved in this sermon. 4.9
25. It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached directly to me in this sermon. 4.8
26. It seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon. 4. 1
27. 1 understood the words Pastor Bamhart used in this sermon. 4.6
28. 1 feh this sermon affirmed me as a person ofworth. 2.9
29. Pastor Bamhart's sense ofhumor helped me get into this sermon. 4.2
30. The physical setting of Chapel on the Hill sanctuary helped me get into
this sermon. 4.6
3 1 . This sermon made me feel God loves me. 4.5
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32. This sermon represents other preaching I have heard from Pastor
Bamhart. 4.9
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AVERAGE OF FOUR EVALUATIONS
Note: These numbers represent statistical averages of twelve
respondents based on a scale of five to zero, five representing most
agreement and zero representing no agreement.
1 . I wish Pastor Bamhart had stayed in the pulpit when he preached this
sermon. 0.4
2. I am glad Pastor Bamhart did not use manuscript or notes when he
preached this sermon. 4.2
3. Pastor Bamhart shared himselfwith me in this sermon. 3 . 8
4. Pastor Bamhart's voice was pleasing when he preached this sermon. 4.5
5. I wish Pastor Bamhart had spoken more conversationally when he
preached this sermon. 1.2
6. This sermon brought me closer to God. 4.3
7. This sermon was based on the Bible. 4.6
8. Pastor Bamhart told too many stories in this sermon. 1.0
9. This sermon made me feel more than think. 2.8
10. This sermon made me think more than feel. 3.0
1 1 . When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofmercy
than judgment. 3.6
12. When Pastor Bamhart preached this sermon I thought more ofjudgment
than mercy. 2.4
13. This sermon indicates Pastor Bamhart knows the Bible. 4.8
14. Pastor Bamhart was warm when he preached this sermon. 4.6
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15. Pastor Bamhart was too emotional when he preached this sermon. 1 . 1
1 6. Pastor Bamhart spoke too loudly when he preached this sermon. 1.2
17. This sermon wiU help God change my life. 4.1
18. This sermon aUowed me to draw my own conclusions. 3.9
19. 1 understood the introduction of this sermon. 4.4
20. The conclusion of this sermon was a let down. 0.7
21 . After Pastor Bamhart finished this sermon I felt I could talk to him about
my life. 3.6
22. In this sermon Pastor Bamhart had a practical approach. 4.4
23. This sermon seemed to me like a story. 2.8
24. 1 got involved in this sermon. 4.4
25. It seemed Pastor Bamhart preached directly to me in this sermon. 4.4
26. It seemed Pastor Bamhart also preached to himself in this sermon. 4. 1
27. 1 understood the words Pastor Bamhart used in this sermon. 4.7
28. 1 felt this sermon affirmed me as a person ofworth. 3.8
29. Pastor Bamhart's sense ofhumor helped me get into this sermon. 4.2
30. The physical setting ofChapel on the HiU sanctuary helped me get into
this sermon. 4.5
3 1 . This sermon made me feel God loves me. 4.4
32. This sermon represents other preaching I have heard from Pastor
Bamhart. 4.6
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SERMON ONE
Under the Cross � An Inevitable Journey
(First in seven part Lenten series: Journey to Jerusalem)
Luke 9:51-62
There is a joumey to Jemsalem.
Sharon and I recently made a joumey to Jemsalem. I had been there
three times before, the first visit in 1965, and wanted to go once more. We
were in Israel seventeen days, mostly in Jemsalem. Jemsalem is a city of
600,000 people, sacred to three great faiths of the world � Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam � a city of great tension and perhaps the world
capital ofparanoia but a city where our Lord spent a lot of time, beginning
when He was twelve, and a city in which each visit I make there it seems I
have come home.
There is a joumey to Jemsalem.
Today, we here at the Chapel begin our Lenten joumey to Jemsalem.
It wiU last seven weeks. We will stop along the road. We will eventually
make it to the hill on which Jesus was cmcified and, after that, find our way
to a little cave-like, man made stmcture in the side of a massive rock
formation from which Jesus arose from the dead.
There is a joumey to Jemsalem.
Jesus made many joumeys to Jemsalem. During these seven weeks we
win go with Him on the last one He made to a city that at that time had a
population of 100,000 but during Passover time and other major feasts
multiphed like our Lake Geneva in the summer. For our joumey to Jemsalem
we have asked Luke to be our tour guide but hope the joumey wUl not be a
tour but a pilgrimage. And not only an outward pilgrimage but an inward
one as well.
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Luke sets the background for Jesus' joumey to Jemsalem by saying,
"When the days drew near for him to be taken up, he set his face to go to
Jemsalem." The "taken up" refers to the ascension and glorification of Jesus
but before ascension and glory there must be a cross. Jesus knows this and
agrees with God's plan although He'U argue a little in Gethsemanae's garden
but Jesus is determined to go to Jemsalem and meet His destiny. In fact,
determined and dictated by God's plan, Jesus' joumey to Jemsalem is
inevitable.
I greatly desired to joumey to Jerusalem one more time but our recent
trip was not inevitable. At the last minute, the U.S. State Department sent a
memorandum advising us not to go. We went anyway but our joumey was
not inevitable.
It is not inevitable that every one in the Chapel family make a Lenten
joumey to Jemsalem this year. Many will not. Some will not understand the
invitation. Others wiU understand but not accept because it wiU be time
consuming � go to church seven consecutive weeks � and there are much
heavier spiritual demands. Some will start and drop out somewhere outside
of Jerusalem, find another road that's easier, or go back to where they began.
But some, like Jesus, will set their faces to go to Jemsalem and nothing can
deter them. These people, and I urge you to be among them, will stand here
on Easter Sunday filled with the grace and joy of the risen Lord Jesus Christ
because of their joumey to Jemsalem.
There is a joumey to Jemsalem.
After Jesus set His face to go to Jemsalem He used the joumey to
instmct His disciples in many things, as we will see in subsequent weeks.
This week the lesson is about discipleship and set in the context ofHis own
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discipleship, His determination to go to Jemsalem because that was God's
wiU for Him.
Jesus lets them know discipleship won't be easy and they discover that
immediately when a Samaritan village refuses Jesus hospitality. The Jews
and Samaritans had a quarrel that went way back and even had temples in
different places, Jews in Jemsalem and Samaritans on Mount Gerazim.
Evidently, these Samaritans knew about the astounding ministry of Jesus and
hoped He would be their Messiah but when He set His face to Jemsalem
instead ofMount Gerazim they were disappointed and refused Him
hospitality. Jesus and His friends went to another village as the teaching on
discipleship continued.
Along the road, a man came up and, having read Jesus' press notices,
wanted to be one of the groupies and go with Him to Jemsalem. But there
was something about the man that made Jesus question his commitment and
Jesus described to him the hardships of discipleship � "Foxes have holes,
and birds of the air have nests but the Son ofMan has nowhere to lay His
head." Jesus often had nowhere to sleep except under the stars and, during
inclement weather, in one of the numerous caves we saw there. Discipleship
won't be easy He told the man who said, "I will follow you wherever you go."
Another man stood in the crowd and Jesus said to him, "Follow me"
and he wanted to but � "Lord, first let me go and bury my father." Bible
teachers debate this. Had his father aheady died or is he near death or does
he speak figuratively? That debate misses the point. The point is found in
the wordfirst. He wants to go to Jemsalem but there is something else he
wants to do first. Many of us won't make it to Jerusalem because we'U put
other things first. A third man, who obviously did not listen to the second
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one, says, "I'U follow you. Lord, but let mefirst say farewell to those at my
home."
Again, the word that gets many of us in trouble when we try to be
disciples of Jesus. We have trouble understanding that only when Jesus
comes first are we His disciples. Only when Jesus comes first do we get to
Jemsalem. Only when Jesus comes first can we continue the ministry Jesus
began.
In 1922, the great composer Puccini was suddenly stricken by cancer
while working on his opera, Turnadot, the one many consider his best.
Puccini said to his students, "If I don't finish it I want you to finish it for me."
Shortly after that he died. Puccini's students studied the opera carefijlly and
in 1926 the world premiere was performed inMilan conducted by Puccini's
favorite student, Arturo Toscanini. Everything went well until the opera
reached the point where Puccini had been forced to put down his pen. Tears
ran down Toscanini's face and he stopped the music, put down his baton,
tumed to the audience, and said, "Thus far the master wrote, but he died." A
vast silence filled the opera house. Then Toscanini picked up the baton
again, tumed to the audience, smiled through his tears, and said, "But the
disciples finished his work." When the opera ended, the audience broke uito
thunderous applause because, indeed, the disciples had finished the master's
work.
Discipleship is the plan and we are the disciples, as we joumey to
Jemsalem.
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SERMON TWO
Under the Cross � An Unquenchable Thirst
(Second in seven part Lenten series: Journey to Jerusalem)
Luke 11:1-13
Do you remember what Jesus said when He hung on the Cross?
(Congregation responded until someone said, 'T thirst.") When Jesus said "I
thirst" He'd been on that cross nearly six hours and parched wouldn't begin to
describe His condition. Even dehydration falls short. In fact, Roman
cmcifixion with the position it put the victim in approximated strangulation.
"I thirst."
Before Jesus got to the cross, there was a long march from the
praetorium, the palace place ofPonitus Pilate when he visited Jemsalem
during major Jewish feasts, through the market section � the agora � where
mocking crowds who demanded their Shylock pound of flesh lined the
claustrophobic streets, and then on to the hiU that ominously loomed on the
bleak horizon � is it really shaped like a skull or does my tortured mind trick
me? Next, the whole business of using large nails to attach a human to a
piece ofwood and that cross piece to a pole piece and all of it hfted by men
grunting under the strain and dropped with a definitive thud into a hole
laboriously chiseled out of the rock by others who took their work when and
where they could get it. And then the six hours on the cross from nine in the
moming until three in the aftemoon and wiU the awful verticality of high
noon ever get over? Of course Jesus was thirsty.
Jesus was thirsty in Jemsalem and Jesus was thirsty on the joumey to
Jemsalem. Another kind of thirst. You and I get thirsty in that way as we
joumey to Jemsalem. We began that joumey last week, not inevitable for us
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as for Jesus, but one some choose to make. Aheady we are thirsty. Thinking
about Jemsalem and the sacrifice required there does that to us. Will we
really have to let folks know what we stand for? Will we really have to put
our faith on the line? Some won't understand why we do what we do and
don't do what they do, go where we go and don't go where they go.
Jemsalem means we'U have to reorder our priorities. Our time and money
have a different destination. Maybe we'U have to rethink our politics.
Certainly those prejudices must be analyzed and scmtinized. Ifwe're going
to Jemsalem, can we look at marriage or parenting or job the same way?
Jemsalem is a radical place, a demanding place, a place where a cross has
been erected, and the joumey to Jerusalem creates within our souls an
unquenchable thirst.
Jesus was made thirsty on His joumey to Jerusalem. God the Father
caUed Him in for a family council and told Him what awaited in Jemsalem.
Jesus attempted to prepare His disciples and they didn't have a clue. Rumors
abounded about the high priests and their unorthodox daUiance with Herod's
gang. Jesus sensed some in His immediate circle were unhappy with His
interpretation of the messianic job description. On the joumey to Jemsalem
Jesus had an unquenchable thirst.
What did Jesus do about His thirst? What He always did. He prayed.
When Jesus was baptized and felt the weight ofministry on His shoulders.
He prayed (Luke 3:21). When Jesus needed to choose His closest disciples,
"He went out to the mountain to pray; and aU night he continued in prayer to
God" (Luke 6:12). When Jesus tried to find out from His disciples if anyone
understood who He was, Luke � who teUs us more about Jesus' prayer hfe
than any writer � says, "He was praying alone" (Luke 9: 1 8). Recently,
when in Israel, we went to snow capped Mount Hermon, east of Lebanon,
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and stood at its bottom and looked up and remembered the day Jesus was
transfigured and talked with venerable Moses and Elijah and Luke tells us
before that happened Jesus was praying (Luke 9:20).
When Jesus' soul got thirsty He prayed. That is what He's doing on the
joumey to Jemsalem. "He was praying in a certain place." Jesus thought He
was alone but His disciples watched Him. Probably not the first time. They
were curious. With all that is against Him these days how does He keep
going? Where does His joy come from? Why do we hear Him laughing on
the way to Jemsalem? And so they hid behind a Palestinian broom shmb or
took their place back of a white flowering ahnond tree to observe Jesus as He
prayed. Could this be the source of His strength, the place fi-om which His
power comes, the haven in which His hope is nourished, the context for His
courage? Is this how He quenches His thirst?
And so they, also made thirsty by their joumey to Jemsalem,
dispatched a representative to Jesus with a request, "Lord, teach us to pray."
This is the only thing the gospels say the disciples asked Jesus to teach them
to do. Jesus honored their request when He gave them a prayer form, spun a
parable about how God rewards persistent prayer, and spoke of the great gift
of the Holy Spirit in which all blessings are contained, that comes through
prayer. In all tiiis, Jesus taught them how thirst is quenched.
Our thirst, in all it varied manifestations, is quenched by prayer
because prayer puts us in touch with the one who made us � God the Father
� and the one who died for us � God the Son � and the one who, if we
belong to God the Father through God the Son, lives in our hearts. Our thirst,
created in the contemporary desert of mediocre values, harsh cynicism, and
chronic pessimism, is quenched by the God who comes to us when the rooms
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of life in which we live are prayer-conditioned. The greatest answer to prayer
is to get up from it having been in the presence ofGod.
In the play, Shadow lands, Harrington talks to C.S. Lewis about prayer
and says it must work because Lewis' wife Joy has gotten better and Lewis
says yes she's better but "That's not why I pray, Harry. I pray because I can't
help myself. I pray because I am helpless. I pray because the need flows out
ofme aU the tune, waking and sleeping."
'T thirst."
We pray because we thirst. Jesus said, "Let anyone who is thirsty come
to me" (John 7:37). Prayer quenches our thirst. Jesus said, "those who drink
of the water I wiU give them will never be thirsty" (John 4:14).
But we have to pray. On the joumey to Jemsalem, Jesus said if we
want to receive and find and see doors open, we have to correspondingly ask,
seek, and knock. If there's anything we need to stop talking about and do, it
is prayer. We have had enough workshops and seminars on prayer. Let's
pray. The only way to pray is to do it.
"I got up early one moming
And mshed right into the day
I had so much to accomphsh
That I didn't take time to pray.
Problems just tumbled about me
And heavier came each task.
Why doesn't God help me, I wondered.
God answered, 'You didn't ask.'
I wanted to see joy and beauty
But each day toiled on gray and bleak.
I wondered whey God didn't show me.
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God said, 'You didn't seek.'
I tried to come into God's presence.
I used all the keys at the lock.
God gently and lovingly chided
'My child, you didn't knock.'"
Ifwe pray when the joumey to Jemsalem makes us thirsty, our thirst is
quenched.
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SERMON THREE
Under the Cross � An Incalculable Worth
(Third in seven part Lenten series: Journey to Jerusalem)
Luke 12:4-7
How much is Jesus worth to you?
Jesus, the Son of God, came to earth so we would know what God is
like � God is like Jesus. How much is Jesus worth to you? Jesus taught, by
both precept and example, about life and how to live it and about love and
how to give it, as no one before or since. How much is Jesus worth to you?
Jesus took a little group of people and started something that has spread
around the world, the Church of Jesus Christ. How much is Jesus worth to
you, to me?
Jesus climbed a stony, skeleton shaped, limestone hill and let them put
Him on a cross and hang there six hours and on that cross die for us.
"Under an eastem sky, amid a rabble, cry, a man went forth to die.
For you.
Thom-crowned His blessed head, blood-stained His every tread,
cross-laden on He sped.
For you.
Pierced through His hands and feet, three hours o'er Him did beat,
three hours ofnoontide heat.
For you."
How much is Jesus worth to you?
Jesus got up from a cave like tomb chiseled into the side of a
monolithic massive rock before they had time to erect an memorial plaque
and that is the day God wasn't dead anymore and that is the day Jesus killed
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death � Jack Kervorkian kills life but Jesus kills death. How much is Jesus
worth to you? Forty days later, Jesus went back to where He came from and
took His place at God the Father's right hand where He sits to pray all the
time for us. How much is Jesus worth to us?
Jesus, ten days after retuming to the Father, came in a different
expression to His fiiends and He comes that way to us and we have the Holy
Spirit in the driver's seat of our lives. How much is Jesus worth to us? One
day Jesus is coming back and those who are alive will rise from their houses
and their jobs and their relationships and those who are dead will rise from
their graves. How much is Jesus worth to you?
Jesus forgives our sins and heals our woundedness and mends our
brokeness and straightens our crookedness and peoples our loneliness with
His you-can-count-on-it-every-day presence. How much is Jesus worth to
you?
How much are you worth to Jesus? Everything I just mentioned about
Jesus not only tells us about Him but about ourselves. Jesus came to earth
because we are worth coming for. Jesus died for us because we are worth
dying for. Jesus will come again because we are worth a retum trip. How
much are we worth to Jesus?
On the joumey to Jemsalem Jesus got to thinking about how much we
are worth to Him and told His disciples so they could tell others and others
tell others until we know about it. Someone told me and I come here today to
make sure you know how much you are worth to Jesus.
Jesus gave those who joumeyed to Jemsalem a couple of quick
analogies to explain this to them. First, He used an analogy from the
marketplace where poor people bought sparrows for food. In Jesus' tune you
could, according to Matthew, buy two sparrows for a penny (Matthewl0:29).
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Jesus, according to Luke, speaks of buying five sparrows for two pennies.
What has happened here? If you bought two pennies worth, four sparrows,
the merchant threw a fifth sparrow in fi-ee of charge. Jesus says that even the
fifth sparrow that cost nothing, a freebie, is valuable to God. Then Jesus, in
traditional Jewish teaching style, uses the "how much more" approach. After
saying how much even a fifth sparrow is worth to God, Jesus talks about how
much more we are worth to God. How much are we worth to Jesus?
In Jesus' second analogy He says God has the hairs numbered on our
heads. Numbering hairs on some heads is no big deal but I don't know how
many hairs are on my head. God does and that means God knows more about
me than I know aboutmyself The reason God knows more about us than we
know about ourselves is because God looks deeper into us than we do. Deep
enough to see us not only as we are but as we can become. Jesus looked
deeply enough into Peter, a blundering fisherman, to see the rock on which to
build the Church. Jesus looked deeply enough into John, a temperamental
hothead, to see the apostle of love. Jesus looked deeply enough into Matthew,
a greedy tax collector, to see the author of a great gospel. Jesus looked
deeply enough into Mary Magedelene, tortured by demons, to see the first
herald of the risen Lord. What does Jesus see when He looks into us? How
much are we worth to Jesus?
We are worth more to Jesus than we are worth to ourselves and we'll
be a lot better off when we think as much of ourselves as Jesus thinks of us.
Think about this � there's a vauh with our name on it where who we are is
stored and it's filled with a million dollars and we go in it and come out of it
holding in our hand a dime. Let's go back in it and get more than that this
time. Then let's go again and get even more. And again and again until we
have it aU. How much are we worth to Jesus?
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Just a few years ago, the worst labor disaster in North Carolina history
occurred in Hamlet, North Carolina. Thirteen poultry plant workers died in a
fire, trapped behind locked doors. But the disaster was partly the fault of
workers themselves. The exit doors were locked because some of the workers
were stealing chickens. How much is a chicken worth? A lot to God but
how much more we are worth to God. One time I talked to a couple about to
get married and he was kidding around a httle and said, "I want a pre-nuptial
agreement." She was aghast. "Why? You don't have anything." He proudly
replied, "I have two cats." How much is a cat worth? A lot to God but how
much more are we worth to God. God's crazy about sparrows but you and
me � say it with me � how much more.
Julia Ward Howe, who wrote The Battle Hymn of the Republic, was a
friend of Senator Charles Sumner. On one occasion she invited hun to come
and meet the actor, Edwin Booth. Senator Sumner wrote back declining the
invitation with the lofty put-off and put-down, "The tmth is," he wrote, "I
have got beyond taking an interest in individuals." That night, Julia Ward
Howe, reacting to this arrogant remark, wrote in her diary, "God Almighty
has not got so far."
How much are you worth to Jesus?
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SERMON FOUR
Under the Cross � An Undeniable Claim
(Fourth in seven part Lenten series: Journey to Jerusalem)
Luke 20:9-19
He stood at the bar with his third Cutty Sark on the rocks pressed to
his lips and it had been only two weeks since the doctor told him it would be
a smart move if he didn't drink anymore. His companion reminded him of
that advice and he responded, perhaps aided by the Cutty Sark, "It's my body
and I'll do with it what I want."
Traditionally they argued only in private but lately their loud verbal
encounters had gone public. This time they were at diimer in a power
restaurant with two iBiends from university days when a boisterous argument
empted over what one of them had said or hadn't said. Later, in the men's
room, the long time friend spoke first, "I am upset about you and Jane; is
there anyway Deb and I can help?" The reply came, "It's our hfe and we'll do
with it as we wish."
She hadn't been into the teenage years long and had for a little while
withstood the pressure of tempting peers but lately had given in and was high
not most of the time but a lot of the time. Her best friend knew it and debated
what to do and finally decided on confrontation. It wasn't a pretty sight and
ended in anger and dismissal and words that lingered, "I'm old enough to do
what I want."
It was a large factory that employed over four hundred people and
made a popular product. Located on a river, it was convenient to dump what
was left over after the product had been made. The neighbors complained,
but with expensive lawyers, a nominal fine was charged and things went on
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as before. In one of the offices, a pleased and smiling CEO said to her
immediate subordinate, "Hey, it's our business."
There's something wrong with all these pictures and it's theological in
nature. These pictures make no reference to God. The man with the drinking
problem says it's his body and he can do with it what he wants but God gave
him his body. The quarreling couple thinks their marriage is their business
but God started marriage and calls the married and we are responsible to God
for our marriages. The teenager, kicking against the fences of authority and
mistaking freedom for fun, is not old enough to do what she wants � no one
is old enough to do what we want, not even our octogenarians � we are put
on earth to do what God wants. The factory that gets off with a harmless slap
on the wrist � that's God's river � those are God's people who swim in that
river � those are God's fish in that river. What's wrong with these pictures is
they make no reference to God.
On the joumey to Jemsalem, Jesus, ever teaching, spins a story about a
gentry landowner who went away, left some sharecroppers to see about his
property, and periodically sent assistants to check on the progress. The
sharecroppers treated the emissaries badly and so the landowner sent his son
and they killed him. This story is a prediction Jesus makes about what wiU
happen to Him when He gets to Jemsalem. In this parable, closer to an
allegory, each part stands for something. The vineyard is Israel. The vineyard
owner is God. The tenants are Israel's rehgious leaders. The servants are the
prophets God sent from time to time, the last being John the Baptist. The son
is the Son � Jesus Christ. This is a parable of the Cross.
But lately, pondering this parable, I've seen something additional in it
that can be taught. A lesson about the danger of secularism. The secular is
something that makes no reference to God and in this story the tenants think
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the vineyard makes no reference to the vineyard owner. They're wrong and
judgment comes and they're in a mess.
We can't do what we want without consequence. We can't mistreat our
bodies and not pay the price. We can't leave God out of our marriages
without reaping the results. We can't decide being a teenager sets us free
because no one is ever free from the call of God. We can't pollute the water
and the air and indiscriminately kill the wildlife and cut down the trees
without shrinking resources and diminishing quality of life. When we go
through life making no reference to God we end up under judgment and in a
mess.
In this story the vineyard, Israel, belongs to God and must make
reference to God. The vineyard as a symbol for Israel is prominent in the
Bible. One example, in Isaiah 5, God's upset about what those to whom He's
given the vineyard have done with it. Rising up in disappointment, God says,
"What more was there to do for my vineyard than what I have done for it?
When I look for it to yield grapes why did it yield wild grapes?" Then God,
angered by this lack of stewardship, says, "And now I wiU teU you what I
will do to my vineyard. I will remove its hedge, and it shall be devoured; I
wiU break down its wall, and it shah be trampled down" (Isaiah 5:4-5).
Judgment may come for us in the ozone layer � or in the traffic clogged
cities � or in the greed of nations � but it comes.
All our problems are theological. The vineyard tenants Jesus talked
about were secularists who thought the vineyard made no reference to the
vineyard owner. When we think the world makes no reference to God we are
secularists and our problem is theological. For instance, our ecological
problem is a theological problem. When we treat the earth as if it belongs to
us and not to God we don't treat it very weU. Our political problems are
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theological. Democrats say their party is correct and Republicans say their
party is correct and we know how Ross feels about it but what if they aU said
God is correct and we need to find out what God wants. All our problems
are theological. I have never listened to a couple in marital trouble who didn't
have a theological problem. When I hear young people talk about family
problems all those problems have theological roots. Too many of us in too
many areas of life try to live with no reference to God. The vineyard did not
belong to the sharecroppers and nothing belongs to us. We pay rent and it is
overdue.
Once a wealthy man invited his pastor to lunch after a Sunday service
and took him out on his verandah to view his thousands of acres and cattle on
every hiU and the wealthy man spoke to the pastor, "You said something in
your sermon today that bothers me. You said everything belongs to God but
look out there at all that � I worked hard for that � it's mine � don't you
agree it belongs to me?" The pastor, quietly but assuredly, responded, "Ask
me that question one hundred years from now."
How much of our lives make reference to God? Is the only, or even
the most, reference our lives make to God at the Sunday moming worship
service? Are our lives compartmentalized and God has a tiny flat in the
basement? Are there rooms in our lives God never sees? How much of our
lives make reference to God?
Do we know who owns the vineyard?
 
 
